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“SHORT - SWEET and to the POINT at

WWDR ”

UNBELIEVABLE!

2003

~

That is the only word I can think of as this issue September
(15th Volume) of WorldWide Drilling Resource® goes to press.
Please pat yourselves on the back for allowing us to continue
our history of support to the drilling industry worldwide.
These are, always have been, and always will be our top priorities:
Associations; Safety; Subscribers’ Needs;
Advertisers’ Needs; Technology; Basic Educaton;
And, of course, Solid Gold Service ~ with a Smile!™
We, at WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc., extend our per
sonal thank-you. “They” said we’d last six (6) months, you have
given us 15 years and counting . . .
Now that’s the WWDR Team Way!

Accept NO imitations - there is only one true RESOURCE.
RESOURCE

850-547-0102

2018

Troy@

Michele@

Kathy@

Ed@

Marcel@

Jan@

Bonnie@

Caleb@

Keep That Smile!

With pen (computer) in hand . . .
Ronnie, Managing Publisher

ronnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com

Home of Solid Gold Service ~ with a Smile!™

worldwidedrillingresource.com

We Will See you on the trail! - NEXT STOP - The Water Expo - Miami Beach!
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Frequently-Used Geological Terms Part 74
Glossary Adapted from the Dictionary of Geological Terms

Q

Quaquaversal - Said of strata and structures which dip outward in all directions from a central point. The term also refers to
a geological structure which has a quaquaversal dip such as a dome.
Quarry - Open workings, usually for the extraction of stone.
Quartz - Crystalline silica and an important rock-forming mineral,
quartz is one of the most common minerals. It occurs in transparent
hexagonal crystals, crystalline, or cryptocrystalline masses. Quartz
is a 7 on the Mohs Hardness Scale.
Quartzarenite - A sandstone composed primarily of quartz. The
term is equivalent to orthoquartzite.
Quartz Crystal - Quartz which is transparent or nearly so. In addition to being colorless, it also has a low refractive index resulting
in low brilliance. It is used for lenses, wedges (see Quartz Wedge),
and prisms in optical instruments. It is also used for frequency control in electronics.
Quartz Index - A derived quantity in the Niggli system of rock classification which is an indicator of a
Look
rock’s degree of silica saturation. Also
for more terms
refers to the measure of the miner- WWDR photo of the Capital Quarries Rolla, Missouri, quarry.
next month!
alogical maturity of a sandstone. It is
expressed as the ratio of quartz plus chert, to the combined percentage of feldspar, rock fragments,
and clay matrix. It is used as a basis for evaluating the degree of weathering of the source rock and
the degree to which the sediment has been transported.
Quartz Wedge - An elongated wedge of clear quartz used in the analysis of a mineral’s fast and
slow vibrational directions under the polarizing microscope.
Quicksilver - A term applied to mercury where it occurs as a native mineral or has been mined
but not yet used.
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Serving the International
Drilling Community for Over 50 Years

ENV

Adapted from Information by FRASTE S.p.A.

In 1964, Benito Fracca founded FRASTE in the mechanical construction field. Soon he developed his first water well
drilling rig, and began work in the drilling field. At that time, the drilling industry was
1967 - First FRASTE machine.
very traditional, and mainly used mechanical transmission systems. By using hydraulics for its drilling units, FRASTE was one of the Italian pioneers of modern
drilling.
In 1967, the first FRASTE machine was placed online, and a new factory was
built in Nogara, near Verona, Italy. Soon, FRASTE rigs began to win fame in the Italian
drilling industry and quality became standard.
By 1978, the company expanded its original headquarters and began attending
international trade fairs in Italy. This laid the foundation for entering the foreign market.
Between 1979-1984, the European market opened its doors to FRASTE drill
rigs. It won its first international tender for the supply of 13 water well drilling units
in Bangladesh.
The company broke into the geotechnical field during 1985, when it
launched its line of small geotechnical/soil investigation drill rigs. This line
soon evolved into the new Multidrill line.
It was in 1992 when the company released the first automatic drill pipe
loading system, the Manipulator, mounted on a FS 300 crawler-mounted
rig, the first in a long series.
Growth continued into the new millenium. The company celebrated its
40th anniversary in 2004. This is also when FRASTE introduced the "Mito"
foundation drilling rig series: a milestone for the company’s production of
foundation rigs. During this period, the company expanded on a global level,
while new technological solutions and construction criteria were adopted. The company soon introduced the first drilling rig
with a double rotary head, as well as its multipurpose exploration rigs line.
Expansion continued in 2008, FRASTE needed a second production facility
and increased its workforce and capability. FRASTE Drilling Rigs Australia was
established in 2011. The Australian branch of the company focused mainly on selling the multipurpose exploration rigs.
Several FRASTE locations joined the celebration as
the company marked its 50th
anniversary in 2014.
This year, the company
proudly announced the addition of two new models, the
Multidrill SL and Multidrill ML
featuring state-of-the-art Stage
VI - Tier 4 final diesel engines.
These powerful machines can
be really defined as a heap of
innovation.
The new Multidrill SL is an
all-purpose drilling rig. With its
modular mast and different fittings, it offers all qualities of a large drilling rig, but in
a compact size. It is ideal for soil investigation, environmental monitoring, and small
water wells.
The Multidrill ML is also a powerful rig. Its compact size and high performance
allows a large and multipurpose field of applications including: soil investigation,
environmental monitoring, and water well drilling. It works easily with all drilling systems: rotary drilling with direct/reverse fluid or air circulation; DTH hammer; rotopercussion system; conventional; and wireline coring. It also features a wide range
of drilling tools and accessories to meet any drilling need.
Benito Fracca continues to run the company as president. Under his leadership,
the company now provides high-quality drilling rigs for the water well, geotechnical,
geothermal, mineral exploration, seismic, and foundation drilling industries.
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50 Years of Passion
for Drives

Danfoss Drives is celebrating 50
years as the first to mass-produce AC
drives. Since 1968, the company has
been 100% focused on developing, manufacturing, and supplying high-quality,
application-optimized AC drives.
Fresh, clean, well-treated water is a
basic element of civilization. It is vital for
agriculture and important for industry.
As the world’s most water-focused AC
drive company, Danfoss Drives has a
thorough understanding of water-based
applications and processes. They provide AC drive solutions which improve
process control; water quality and asset
protection; reduce energy and maintenance costs; ensure higher reliability
and performance; and increase the sustainability of water usage.
Danfoss Drives gives customers the
freedom to optimize their systems and
the power to equip their drives to ensure
the best AC drive solutions, to find the
optimal outcome for their challenges.
This 50-year anniversary is a time to
reaffirm commitments to customers and
partners, and demonstrate how Danfoss
is continually evolving. Recognizing and
addressing the megatrends affecting the
world today, the company is innovating
technology that tackles climate change;
helps cope with rapid urbanization; provides successful, sustained water and
wastewater management; and bridges
the gap between energy generation and
consumption. Plus, the latest trends in
automation and connectivity are allowing Danfoss to change the way it works
to further drive customer success and
provide an ultimate digital experience.

Hot Off the Press page is proudly
sponsored by Aries Industries, Inc.

For a link to this website, visit:
worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Want your
business to be
seen here?
Give us a call: (850) 547-0102
or e-mail: wwdr@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Heading to Groundwater Week in December?
Let WWDR readers know exactly where your booth will be
with the Groundwater Week Pinpointer Map.
Space is Limited

Special Rates for
WWDR Advertisers

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Call 850-547-0102
NOW for details!
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Making Room for Millennials at the Jobsite

C&G

Adapted from Information by the
Association of Equipment of Manufacturers

Embracing technology should also include embracing millenial workers. Construction companies are looking for new ways to change the mindset of those working at
the jobsite.
The younger generation, known as millennials, have grown up with apps and solutions to solve just about any problem that arises. This is one of the reasons the latest
technological advances appeal to them. Some of the emerging technology millennials appear to be comfortable with on the
jobsite include:
• Drones
• Artificial Intelligence
• Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality
• Smartphone Apps
• Tablets
• Wearables
“Millennials have grown up attached to technology. Jobsites today are so far removed from what millennials have come to
expect in their daily lives. They expect new solutions to do their job better, to get rid of manual processes,” said Chad
Hollingsworth, cofounder and president,
Triax Technologies.
This generation isn’t afraid of innovation, and is willing to try new things. If
a solution doesn’t work, they search for
a newer, better solution which will. One
of the challenges is closing the gap
between seasoned construction professionals, which might be more reluctant
to try new technology, and the younger,
more tech-savvy generation which
doesn’t have as much traditional construction experience.
“Older generations look to millennials for how to incorporate the tech into the
jobsite,” said Paul Gomori, application
engineering manager, JCA Electronics.
According to Barry Peyton, product
manager with Intelliwave Technologies,
in addition to attracting a younger workfo r c e , h a v i n g m o r e s o ftw a r e a n d
devices on the jobsite can also improve
efficiency and productivity compared to
older manual processes.
“The right construction technology
can centralize information and communication, improve safety, and reduce the
amount of time spent on non-valueadded tasks,” stated Hollingsworth. “It is
something that [workers] can use to
develop their skills, streamline daily
tasks, and ultimately become better at
their jobs.”
The attitude and outlook millennials
have toward their life and job can help
entice them to work in the construction
field. “Millennials want to add value,
make an impact, and find meaning in
what they're doing. This carries over to
their professional lives.”
After all, what can be more rewarding
than turning piles of dirt into buildings,
roads, bridges, and other construction
feats?
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Breaking News
Foremost Industries Expands

Foremost Industries announced they are expanding their machine shop. The company is increasing the machine shop
by 3600 square feet and adding five new CNC (computer numerically controlled)
machine centers, as well as a new plasma table to support increased capacity and
improve workflow through reorganization of their machining floor plan.
The expansion is expected to improve lead times,
the ability to deal with emergency situations faster, and ultimately
improve customer experience. The machine shop expansion is
expected to be fully operational by early December 2018.
For a link to their site, go to our online issue at
worldwidedrillingresource.com

WHO’S IN THE NEWS
GEFCO announced the newest member of its sales
team - Todd Armstrong.
Todd brings more than 14 years of drilling knowledge to
the GEFCO sales team. His territory includes the Colorado,
Kansas, Montana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, and
Wyoming areas.

Additional announcements from the Deep
Foundations Institute and ReNu Energy
Limited are located in our online issue:
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Send your Who’s in the News to: bonnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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In Memoriam

Jason Ralph Cadwallader (1975~2018)

The WWDR Team was shocked and saddened to learn of the May 4, 2018, passing of Jason
Ralph Cadwallader.
Born on August 27, 1975, in Monroe, Louisiana, Jason graduated from Huntsville High School,
then received his bachelors degree in business/human resource management from Baylor University
in Texas.
Anyone who spent time around Jason would certainly hear about Jesus, the redemptive work
of his Savior, his treasured family, and drilling water wells. He was a full-time dad, and spent hours WWDR photo of the alwayssmiling Jason during the 2018
with each of his four children, whether it was rodeoing with Alli Paige, playing basketball with Caleb, TGWA event.
working at Holly Water Wells with J.K., or swinging with Mariclay. When Jason wasn’t ministering to
his family, who he called his first mission field, he was focused on people. He will forever be remembered as a leader in the
community and Lonestar Cowboy Church. He was a passionate man who touched numerous lives. He was a true example of
walking the walk and talking the talk.
Inheriting his father Ralph’s passion for the water well industry, he went above and beyond with Holly Water Wells, and in
typical Jason fashion, he became President and Director At Large of the Texas Ground Water Association (TGWA), named
TGWA Contractor of the Year in 2018, and used his knowledge and passion to drill water wells in third-world countries through
mission work.
Jason is survived by his wife and best friend Shelby; beloved children Alli Paige, Caleb, J.K., and Mariclay; his mother
Sandy, and other extended family. He was preceded in death by his father Ralph A. Cadwallader.

Michael E. “Mike” Keen, Sr. (1952~2018)

This WWDR photo of Mike was taken
at the Franklin Electric booth during
Southwest Mississippi College’s
Well Drillers Continuing Education
Seminar in 2015.

Michael E. “Mike” Keen, Sr. of Lakeland, Florida, born in Plant City on August 20, 1952,
passed away June 1, 2018.
He was a veteran of the United States Air Force, having served during the Vietnam War.
A member of the National Ground Water Association, Mike was a Master Ground Water
Contractor.
He enjoyed helping people, fishing, and tinkering with everything. Mike was always ready
with a smile and a bear hug. He was a “mountain of a man” with a giving soul, and no matter
what was needed or when, he would be there.
Mike is survived by his wife of 20 years, Debra; children Angela (Johnny), Brittani (Adam),
David (Katie), and Michael, Jr. (Jenn); 16 grandchildren; his mother Ruth; and sisters Gina
and Belinda “Bendy”(Geno).

Matthew “Matt” Pisanchyn (1989~2018)

With heavy hearts, Acker Drill Company informed of the tragic passing of employee Matthew
“Matt” Pisanchyn of South Abington Township, Pennsylvania, on July 28, 2018, due to injuries sustained in a car accident.
After graduating high school in 2007, Matt earned his bachelor of arts degree in history and
German from Temple University in 2011, then a bachelor of science in geology from Bloomsburg
University in 2013.
On a whim, Matt walked through the door at Acker Drill Company three years ago looking for
an application. The Acker Team will forever be grateful he did. Known as “Junior” at work, Matt soon
became a member of the company family. He jumped right into the export sales department and made friends all over the
globe. His vast knowledge of history made it easy for him to deal with people from many countries.
Matt had an introspective view of the world, and was fascinated by ancient Roman history, antique silver, and all things
culinary. His family was exposed to cultures and cuisines from all over the world, thanks to his curiosities, interests, and the
time he took to translate ancient Roman cookbooks. He was also a voracious reader and absorbed knowledge, which he
shared with anyone who was lucky enough to be in his presence.
Matt is survived by his parents Gary and Ann; brother Daniel; sister Amy; maternal grandmother Dorothy; paternal grandparents Joseph and Dorothy; and many extended relatives.

The management and staff of WWDR extend their heartfelt sympathies to these industry gentlemen’s family, friends, and
colleagues.

Lest we forget...
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The “Idiots” Corner
by “Billy Bob Smith”

Axioms, Idioms, and Idiotic Phrases
I thought I would share one of my favorite topics with you - axioms. Not sure where they came
from, don’t know how old they are, and I don’t have a clue who created them, but I do know most of
them are really dumb. So, for just a moment I will let go of my idiot side and get serious.
From a formal resource, every language has its own collection of (so-called - my addition) wise
sayings. They offer advice about how to live. These sayings are called "idioms" - or axioms. These combinations of words are rarely complete sentences and have a "figurative" meaning.
Okay, had enough of my other self (my elite status)? Seriously, some of these are really stupid and are often used by
idiots (myself included). Guilty of any of them??
Can’t hold a candle to - don’t want to hold a candle to.
Ball is in your court - is it really?
Eyes bigger than your stomach - not for a lot of people.
Fight fire with fire - really stupid.
Cold hands, warm heart - cold heart - cold everything.
Close, but no cigar - cigars stink.
It’s coming down to the wire - probably has been for years.
Back to the drawing board - why?
A fool and his money are soon parted - not soon, but always.
Don’t upset the applecart - why not?
A penny for your thoughts - really - is that all they are worth?
Less is more - so I guess more is less?
Finders keepers, losers weepers - this is true if you are greedy.
A word to the wise is sufficient - ain’t so.
Best of both worlds - which worlds are you talking about?
Beat around the bush - is the bush on fire?
It’s time to face the music - Rock and Roll or Country?
Money talks - so if you are broke, keep quiet.
Keep your chin up - especially when you are swimming.
Actions speak louder than words - not always.
Misery loves company - this is the only one that is true so far.
Treat others as you want to be treated - scary.
All publicity is good publicity - does this include fake stuff?
Barking up the wrong tree - why bark up any tree?
A penny saved is a penny earned - can you live on pennies today? If the shoe fits, wear it - not if you are at the beach.
If you can’t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen - or move to Alaska.
Honesty is the best policy - that’s why everyone always tells the truth!
Don’t count your chickens before they’ve hatched - I’m not a chicken farmer.
It takes one to know one - there are a lot of people I don’t want to know.
Never put off to tomorrow what you can do today - including this article? I’m sure you have had enough. Or, why not give
your favorites your own stupid definition - might be interesting?

Billy Bob
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Explosives Conference Set for January
Adapted from a Press Release by
the International Society of Explosives Engineers

EXB

The International Society of Explosives Engineers (ISEE) announced its 45th Annual Conference on
Explosives and Blasting Technique will be held January 27-30, 2019. Returning to Nashville, Tennessee,
the event will be held at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center where there will be more
exhibit booth opportunities than ever before. Exhibitors will be showcasing the latest technology, equipment, design, products, and services.
The largest of it kind, as many as 1600 blasters, manufacturers, government officials, and suppliers
from around the world are expected to attend this year’s conference.
This annual event is an international forum designed for the hands-on explosives user featuring exhibits, technical sessions, panel discussions, and educational workshops.

King Solomon’s Mine?

Compiled by Caleb Whitaker, Associate Editor
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

MIN

A team of archaeologists from Tel Aviv University recently made a discovery of Biblical proportions, which may reveal the true location of King
Solomon’s legendary mine. The group explored a region of the Tinma Valley
in Israel, which is often referred to as “Slaves’ Hill.” Archaeologist Nelson
An archaeological dig at the site of the mine at Slaves’
Hill, courtesy of Erez Ben-Yosef / Tel Aviv University.
Glueck discovered the site in 1934, believing it was an Iron Age slave
camp. Since finding unexpected evidence, Dr. Ben-Yosef and his colleagues have worked to debunk the original theory, and
perhaps tie the location to Solomon.
When the team began excavations at the mine in 2013, they found animal dung, which proved to be quite a remarkable find.
Ben-Yosef said,” We thought maybe some nomads had camped there with their goats a few decades ago. The dates came back from
the lab, and they confirmed we were talking about donkeys and other livestock from the 10th century B.C. It was hard to believe.”
In addition to the animal dung, they found various walled structures, a fortified gate, and evidence of smelting activities,
as well as remnants of the inhabitants’ food and clothing preserved by the desert conditions. These new discoveries pointed
toward a more hierarchical, military society. Because of the old age of the dung and other findings, the mining camp where
the animal droppings were found was dated to the time of King Solomon.
With great wealth and wisdom, King Solomon took on several building projects, including a temple in Jerusalem which
was lavishly decorated with gold and bronze. For him to collect such a vast amount of bronze and gold, he would have needed
to use deep mines - like the ones where the dung was found.
The site had indications of once being a large hub for copper production. This is important because copper was an
extremely precious resource at the time of Solomon’s rule. The team discovered a stone gatehouse, with platforms, defensive
fortifications, and secret passageways, which would have been used to protect and transport the copper mined on the site.
During this point in history, Israel was involved in several military conflicts, most famously the Biblical account of King
David (Solomon’s predecessor) fighting
the Edomites. The fortified walls around the
smelting camp at Slaves’ Hill indicate the
site likely had some kind of military importance. With a military victory, King David
might have taken some form of tribute from
the Edomites, which could have extended into the reign of Solomon. Ben-Yosef
concluded, “There is a serious possibility
that Jerusalem got its wealth from taxing
these mining operations."
The discovery of copper’s role in this
community adds credence to the theory of
it being an important part of King Solomon’s
empire and not simply slave quarters. While
the Slaves’ Hill mining operation has not
been explicitly linked to King Solomon - at
least not yet - the 3000-year-old dung, deep
mines, and other evidence does prove largescale mining operations were possible in
ancient Israel, and were in fact, a reality.
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Tales from the Field
by Jeremy C. Wire

WTR

Geoconsultants, Inc.

A Midnight Inconvenience
Some water well drilling operations occur 24 hours a day
in residential locations where every effort is required to mitigate noise from the operation - by such means as providing
special mufflers on equipment, putting up sound walls, and otherwise trying to limit
some activities so they don’t occur at night. There may be cases when the only mitigation that works, where there are serious problems with uncooperative neighbors,
or when health issues may be involved, is to provide them with a two-week vacation
somewhere else (not Hawaii), while critical phases of the operation proceed.
One deep, large-diameter municipal well drilling project operating 24/7 took
place in a mostly dense housing area, and had gone for several weeks. It turned
out the noise was not particularly the problem. A local Deputy Sheriff who worked
the night shift in the area would stop by the operation on his break every midnight
and get some coffee that was always available from a pot in the doghouse. He
would hang out for a while, watching the operation.
One night he didn’t show up at the usual time, and about an hour later a man
from one of the adjacent residences was seen walking toward the drill rig. It was
evident even in the dim light that he had an angry face and looked very upset.
There had been some periodic but mild complaints from neighbors, and when they
were reminded the well was for their drinking water, they usually understood and
went home. Before the man could speak, one of the crew members asked, “So you
have a complaint?”
He replied it was not the noise that was particularly bothering him, “It is the
Deputy Sheriff, that usually stops by about midnight every night, but we never quite
know when he is coming. He is scaring away my customers who come to buy
drugs, and I am losing business.” With that statement, he turned around and went
back to his house. We had noticed some coming and going of cars at odd hours of
the night and early morning at the house, but having more important things to do,
had not paid much attention to this activity. Now we knew what this nightly routine was all about.
The next night, the Deputy returned as usual for his coffee break. When we reported the incident, he said, “I will arrest
them for illegal drug activity if enough evidence can be provided.”
Not wanting to get involved in the middle of this issue, we said, “We want to keep the peace in the neighborhood as long
as we are working here, and when the job is completed, and we are gone, you can do whatever you like.”
The Deputy kept stopping by for coffee until we were finished, and we thought he was not really interested in collecting
“evidence” anyway until the time was
right. We never saw the man again after
the midnight encounter.
Then there was the well drilling project next to the mobile home park, and
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Jeremy Wire may be contacted
via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Geoprobe® Southeast
Service Shop in
Ocala, Florida, is
Open for Business!

Located in a prime location in central Florida, the new shop is equipped
with specialty tools and genuine
Geoprobe® parts.
Servicing drilling rigs can be a difficult job, especially for customers busy
performing fieldwork. The southeast
service shop strives to provide the best
equipment service support in the drilling
industry. The shop’s experienced technician, Todd Ewing recently relocated
from the company’s Kansas headquarters.

Experience authentic Geoprobe®
Service.
Available services:
/ General Service
/ Replacing Slides
/ Head Rebuilds
/ Hammer Replacements
/ Diagnostics of electrical or hydraulic issues
/ Machine Refurbishing
/ And so much more!
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Time-Tested Premium Thread Compounds
Adapted from Information by BESTOLIFE Corporation

G&O

Since 1932, BESTOLIFE has been a trusted name in the petroleum industry
as a manufacturer of high-performance, premium thread compounds for any drilling
situation. BESTOLIFE Founder I.H. Grancell created the very first thread compound to combat galling, seizing, and down hole makeup. Grancell, who made the
formula in a dishpan, called his invention BESTOLIFE No. 270® and it quickly became the premier thread compound in the oil industry. The compound has withstood the test of time and is still available for purchase today.
In the1950s, the company’s new formula “Mr. B” became a favorite in oilfield
and industrial applications. The Bestolife 2000 series was created in the 1980s as
the alternative to API Modified. It exceeded the performance of other storage compounds in pipe mills, threader, and inspection compounds, and remains the global
industry standard today. In the 1990s, the Bestolife 3000 series was rated best
metal-free compound in a European Joint Industry Testing Program.
Throughout their history, BESTOLIFE has demonstrated a spirit of innovation by staying in tune with their customers’
needs and creating specific solutions formulated to withstand the most extreme conditions on earth. Though the industry is
very different than it was in 1932, the company’s commitment to their customers has never wavered.
BESTOLIFE leads the market for drilling, production, and industrial compound applications. The company offers a wide range of premium compounds, which are proven to extend the life of drilling equipment. They are formulated and manufactured with continued
commitment to strict standards of quality and performance, which meet or exceed industry
standards and customer needs.
The company’s dedication to research and development led them to invest in a new
state-of-the-art lab, which is one way BESTOLIFE shows how serious they take product
development. Not only does the company’s lab team continually develop new product innovations, they also test samples from every batch produced, assuring clients of the very
best product performance and consistency.
The company’s motto, coined in the 1930s, still holds true: No matter the drilling condition, BESTOLIFE has the solution.
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Innovation Drives Success
Adapted from Information by Geoprobe Systems®

EXB

The increasing need for faster and less expensive site investigation resulted in greater
use of what is now called direct push technology. This buzzword for soil, gas, and groundwater
sampling has been in practice for over 30 years. Unlike other sampling technologies, Geoprobe®
brand machines were one of the first designed specifically for the environmental industry.
Geoprobe® got its start when Mel Kejr and Tom Christy, the company founders, put their
heads together to form Kejr Engineering, Inc. in 1987. Tom and his family had just returned from
a two-year missionary stay in Africa’s Congo (formerly Zaire). “My background is farming and
machinery,” said Mel who graduated from Dallas Bible College and Kansas State University with
a mechanical engineering degree. Tom has a bachelor of science degree in civil engineering
from the University of Missouri - Rolla, now known as Missouri S&T.
“We began working on a machine that could extract soil gas, soil, and groundwater samples
at various depths from underground,” Mel recalls. As a result, the first Geoprobe® Series 8 machine
was produced in early 1988, and sold to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Since then,
Geoprobe® machines and tooling have found their way into nearly every state in the U.S., and
Mel Kejr and Tom Christy in 1987.
over 30 countries.
Two of the main objectives from the beginning have been to produce high-quality
products and provide industry-best support. As the company’s base grew, Geoprobe®
began receiving requests for more types of drilling machines and tools for projects
beyond environmental. Today, Geoprobe® equips the environmental, geotechnical,
and exploration industries with innovative equipment to collect the highest quality
information with the most accurate results.
Over the years, these durable machines have expanded capabilities beyond
direct push. Today, there are combination machines able to transition from classic
direct push techniques, to powerful rotary drilling methods (hollow stem augers,
mud rotary, air rotary, coring) seamlessly. This gives the drilling team multiple sampling
options based on subsurface lithology (unconsolidated, glacial till, and rock). In addition,
the company engineers and builds large-platform rotary sonic rigs and tooling.

First prototype manufactured.

Geoprobe® is more than a rig manufacturer. They employ a “systems”
approach to assist drilling professionals
by designing, building, and supporting
both machines and tooling. Continued
tooling innovations in sampling techniques and direct sensing (Direct
Image®) allow drill operators to extract
better quality information quicker, safer,
and easier than ever before.
Whether you are in the environmental, exploration, or geotechnical field,
Geoprobe® offers your crew sophisticated, powerful ways to work safer and
more efficiently.
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In 1977, a 13-year-old child
found a tooth growing
out of his left foot.
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Drilling Into Money
Not Boring
by Mark E. Battersby

Attracting Workers Affordably
Whether as a result of a booming
economy, tighter immigration laws, or an
educational system gone astray, finding
qualified job applicants has become
increasingly more difficult for those in the drilling industry.
Even more troubling for many smaller businesses is the question of how they can compete for badly-needed, qualified
workers.
Surprisingly, survey after survey shows it is not money
alone which attracts new workers and keeps existing employees on the job. It is the benefits. In fact, currently treasured by
job seekers - and employees - are flexibility and the opportunity to balance work with other life responsibilities, interests,
and issues.
Obviously, no drilling operation can be an employer of
choice without a good benefits package. Job training, educational assistance, and employer-provided vehicles are among
the common working-condition fringe benefits.
While many fringe benefits are included in an employees’
taxable wages, other fringe benefits aren’t and, yet, remain
deductible by the employer. Among these exceptions are nontaxable fringe benefits such as health insurance, medical
expense reimbursements, dental insurance, education assistance, and day-care assistance. Yes, tax-qualified benefits
are deductible by employers and totally free of federal and
state income taxes for recipients.
Although tax savings obviously make fringe benefits an
attraction, thanks to last December’s Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
the array of tax-free fringe benefits employers can provide is
not quite as generous as it used to be. The law restricted an
employer’s ability to deduct many common business expenses - such as meals, entertainment, and employee moving
expense reimbursements. On the upside, the law also included a new tax credit for employers who provide paid family and
medical leave for their employees.
A drilling operation offering a happy workplace is often an
attraction for job seekers. Whether it’s a nightclub affair or a
buffet in the business’s break room, parties are a tried-andtrue benefit.
The tax rules allow a business to throw a holiday party even a relatively fancy one - with no tax consequences to the
employees. Of course, to be deductible, the Internal Revenue
Service requires the party cost to be “reasonable,” and not
“lavish or extravagant.”
To attract talented individuals to work for the drilling operation or business, as well as to retain qualified employees,
today’s employer must offer fringe benefits and other perks.
Wouldn't it be ironic if those benefits turned out to be the ones
which cost your operation the least?

Mark

Mark E. Battersby may be contacted via e-mail
to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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One-of-a-kind
Training Opportunity

WT
R

Adapted from Information Provided by GEFCO, Inc.

GEFCO, with assistance from Sir Sandford Fleming College in
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada, has been presenting its Annual Resource
Drilling Fundamentals Training Seminar for 21 years. More than 630
attendees from 50 countries around the world have participated in the
training event.
The course materials used for the seminar were developed by the experienced, professional staff of Sir Sandford Fleming College which has
been teaching drilling applications and accrediting competent drilling professionals for over 30 years. The
curriculum and methods bring a polished approach to the weeklong seminar
which is also accredited by all U.S. states for continuing education credits.
Emphasis is placed toward the hands-on experience, with integral items
brought into the classroom, tours of the GEFCO manufacturing facility to better
understand the major components (topheads, rotaries, pumps, compressors,
etc.), and actual drilling in the field using rotary, tophead, and environmental
drills. Students are also provided with literature, charts, tables, and formulas
they can keep and refer to on the jobsite. Whether you are new to the industry,
or a seasoned veteran drilling professional, this unique seminar has something
for everyone.
Participants agree this is one of the best seminars they’ve ever attended. With companies sending more employees each
year, the seminar fills up quickly and seating is limited. If you are interested in attending next year’s seminar, early registration
is highly recommended.
The 2019 Annual Training Seminar will be held April 29 - May 3 at the GEFCO facility in Enid, Oklahoma.
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Does your rig need help?
W e can take care of your new or not so new rig.
Remounts • Rebuilds • Overhauls

Our distributors are:

Drilling Supply & Mfg.
7301 Hwy 183 South
Austin TX 78744
Te l : ( 5 1 2 ) 2 4 3 - 1 9 8 6 F a x : ( 5 1 2 ) 2 4 3 - 1 0 9 1
C h e c k o u t o u r We b s i t e f o r a l i s t o f u n i ts f o r s a l e .
w w w. d s m - m a y h e w. c o m
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Neolithic Henge Site Discovered
During Excavations

DIR

Compiled by Caleb Whitaker, Associate Editor, WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

A 4000-year-old wooden trackway, which
forms the centerpiece of a Neolithic henge
has been unearthed by archaeologists along
a cable route for the East Anglia ONE wind
farm project in Suffolk, England. The henge,
which is a circular monument dating back to
Neolithic and Bronze Ages, consists of a ditch with an external earthwork, and a
burial mound at the center. The large ceremonial complex is being heralded by
experts as a discovery of international significance.
The 23-mile-long onshore cable route is being constructed through a mix of
open-cut methods and horizontal directional drilling. Energy company
ScottishPower Renewables was excavating a segment of the trench to connect
new turbines to the national grid when the henge was discovered. As a result of
the find, the company
is altering the cable Photos courtesy of ScottishPower Renewables.
route around the area.
Ancient springs surrounding the monument have helped to preserve organic material like bone and wood, including the skull of a
6300-year-o ld species of wild cattle, known as aurochs, as well as
wooden posts. The skull has been cut in a way which suggests it
had potentially been fixed to a
pole as a totem or used as some
form of headdress. At the time the trackway was built, the skull was already 2000 years old,
suggesting it was a significant item.
The henge ditch also had a perfectly preserved walkway.
Toolmarks could be seen with such clarity it could be distinguished whether the marks were made by left-handed or righthanded workers.
Experts are not yet sure what the complex was used for, but
there are indications it could have been for ceremonies related to
death or the living. Initial theories suggest the area's natural
springs, which can still be seen today, may have been part of the reason stone age inhabitants
saw the area as having special significance. Whatever the reason, the site was venerated and visited for thousands of years.
The goal
is to make the
site visible, giving people somewhere to
explore the prehistoric landscape of
Suffolk. Around 70 archaeologists have
been working near the site since
February, carefully unearthing the 100foot-long wooden track.
The first turbines are expected to
be installed in 2019 and the wind farm is
planned to become operational in 2020.
When completed, the 102-turbine project will provide enough clean energy to
power the equivalent of almost 600,000
homes.
Editor’s Note: In between our print issues,
the WWDR Team prepares an electronic
newsletter called E-News Flash.
Flash
Based on readership, this was the most
popular E-News Flash article of the month.
Get in on the action and subscribe today
at: www.worldwidedrillingresource.com
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The ROCK HOG Way

Adapted from Information by Rock Hog Drilling Products

MIN

Rock Hog has been manufacturing down-the-hole (DTH) hammers and bits since 1990,
but the company as a whole has been in the manufacturing business since 1974. During
this time, Rock Hog has manufactured key components for many well-known companies
such as Cat®, John Deere, Ingersoll Rand, JLG, Grove Worldwide, and NASCAR to name
a few. The company is now into its third generation of being family owned and operated.
The Rock Hog name was established as head engineer Mr. Loren Myers and President
Tom Hill were returning from their first demo with a hammer and bit. As they passed through a cut in the mountain, Mr. Myers
said “Rock Hog” and the name stuck. Mr. Meyers has been with the company for 32
years and played a major role in the start-up of the company. One of his roles was as
the artist of the original Rock Hog logo, which was drawn freehand. After some tweaking
by modern technology, his design is the logo of today. In 2009, Mr. Myers played a key
role in the design of the High Performance (HP) DTH Hammers’ unique valving.
The HP Hammers’ unique valving, allows it to be stingy on air but generous on
penetration. Operators in the field report they are able to reduce revolutions per minute
(RPMs), allowing major fuel savings, without sacrificing penetration rates of two to three
feet per minute in hard rock drilling applications. Rock Hog’s manufacturing experience has
aided them in the development of their DTH hammers
and bits. All DTH hammers and The original hand-drawn Rock Hog design.
bits are manufactured at the company’s Mercersburg, Pennsylvania,
facility using U.S. certified steel.
Rock Hog believes in thinking differently when it comes to manufacturing. As a result, all of the manufacturing the company does is
meant to challenge the status quo of DTH product performance. By
giving their products a better design and making them cost effective,
WWDR photo of the Rock Hog truck.
they challenge other manufacturers, which aids the industry as a
whole in producing equipment with the best quality and performance. This has allowed the company to manufacture quality
DTH hammers and bits here in the U.S., which they sell to customers around the world. As Rock Hog looks toward the future,
they will continue to advance their products for the betterment of the drilling industry.

Armstrong Machine Co. Inc.
Nitrate Coated Premium Liners
5x6, 5x8, & 5x10 Gardner Denver
5-1/2x8 & 5-1/2x10 Gardner Denver
7-1/2x8 & 7-1/2x10 Gardner Denver

Rebuilt Mud Pumps

4-1/2x6 Gaso Duplex
4-1/2x6 Oilwell Duplex
Gardner Denver 4-1/2x8 PA-8 Triplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x10 Duplex
Gaso 5x10 Duplex
OVER 300 PUMPS IN STOCK

Hydraulic Grout Pumps 5”, 6”, & 7-1/2”
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Pocahontas, IA 50574 USA
712-335-4131 ~ 24 Hours 7 Days a Week • Fax: 712-335-4565
800-831-4527 USA & Canada (8AM to 4PM Monday-Friday)
armstrongmachine.com amci@armstrongmachine.com

New Pumps In Stock

Gardner Denver 4x5 TEE Triplex.
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x5 TEE Triplex
Gardner Denver 4x5 or 4-1/2x5 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Air Drive Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 7-1/2x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 7-1/2x10 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x5 THE Triplex
Gardner Denver 5x8 PAH Triplex

Call for Prices.

Rods Heat-Treated & Chromed
5x6, 5x8, & 5-1/2x8 Gardner Denver
5x10 & 5-1/2x10 Gardner Denver
7-1/2x8 & 7-1/2x10 Gardner Denver

We Have a Variety of Brands
of Mud Pump Parts and
Power Units in Stock.

Cash for Surplus
Mud Pumps.

Special or Obsolete Parts Made to Order.
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For want of a Nail . . .
by Britt Storkson

Owner, P2FlowLLC

The moral of the story in the box is: Something of great
importance may depend on an apparently trivial detail. It’s trivial until it causes a major problem. On July 6, 2013, Asiana
Airlines’ Flight 214 came into San Francisco (California) airport too low and too slow, hit a concrete seawall, and skidded

down the runway.
In an article Pilots in Crash Were Confused About Control Systems, Experts
Say (Matthew L. Wald, New York Times online, December 11, 2013) it states: “The
pilots of the Asiana jumbo jet that crashed in San Francisco on July 6 were deeply
confused about the plane’s automated control systems, and that is a common problem among airline pilots, according to experts who testified Wednesday in a
National Transportation Safety Board hearing on the crash.”
If they were confused about the airplane control systems, why were they flying
the plane in the first place? The article
“For want of a nail the shoe was lost,
goes on to say: “The captain and the
For want of a shoe the horse was lost,
supervising pilot in the Asiana crash - in
For want of a horse the rider was lost,
which a Boeing 777 hit a sea wall short
For want of a rider the battle was lost,
of the runway, killing three passengers For want of a battle the kingdom was lost, said they thought a system that is used
And all for the want of a horseshoe nail.” to control the plane’s airspeed was running, although it was not.”
Often, pilots rely too much on the automation systems. Again quoting from the
article: “Government studies as far back as 1996 show a heavy reliance on
automation that pilots often do not understand, witnesses said. One common problem is what they call “mode error,” in which pilots become confused about what
automated cockpit controls will do in a certain situation. The problem is akin to having trouble with the buttons on a remote control unit for a home entertainment system, but with greater consequences.”
The author explains the automated airplane control systems of the Boeing 777
and the Airbus A320 - two very similar aircraft are also very similar in terms of what
their automation will do - but not exactly the same. And that’s the rub.
I’ve been confused when trying to figure out the “pay stations” which are
almost everywhere nowadays. As far as the functional objective, they all do exactly
the same thing - take your money and record your transaction. No problem there.
Where the problems come in is the particular sequence of operations, which again
accomplishes the same objective, but does so in many different ways depending
on who made the machine. Some require you to sign something, others don’t.
Often, one must operate two or more keyboards, keypads, or touch screens to get
the job done. Not terribly “intuitive.”
Now, if the average person gets confused by the simple action of paying for a
purchase using an automated system, imagine the problems airline pilots would
encounter using a far more complex and critical control system such as an autopilot.
Years ago when watching cartoons as a kid, I remember one of a plane going
down and about to crash. In this episode, someone thought to activate the autopilot. When the autopilot button was pressed, a robot came out, strapped on a parachute, and jumped out of the plane.
While this was a corny illustration of somebody’s idea of an autopilot, it illustrates the fact the automation equipment has nothing to lose - but we humans have
much to lose if an operator, such as an airline pilot, does not fully understand the
computer controls he/she is using.
Automation controls, if we use them, should serve us. We should not serve
them.

Britt

Britt Storkson may be contacted via e-mail to
michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Education
Connection
Blasting
by: Academy of Blasting and
Explosive Technology
Rock Blasting & Overbreak Control
Seminar and Workshop
October 15-19 ~ Montville, OH
phone: 440-474-6700
www.academyblasting.com

Construction
by: Concrete Sawing & Drilling Assoc.
Slab Sawing & Core Drilling 101
October 15-16 ~ Clearwater, FL
phone: 727-577-5004
www.csda.org

Foundations
by: Pile Driving Contractors Association
and Pile Dynamics, Inc.
Seminar on Deep Foundation
Integrity Testing and Wave
Equation Analysis
October 3 ~ Cleveland, OH
High Strain Dynamic Foundation
Testing Workshop
October 4-5 ~ Cleveland, OH
phone: 216-831-6131
www.piledrivers.org
Geothermal
by: International Ground Source Heat
Pump Association

Time for a Little Fun!
Can you identify which ads in this
issue these two photos came from?

Congratulations to:
Chase Knecht
Gouldsboro, PA
Winner for August!
Win a prize! Send your
completed puzzle to:
WWDR PO Box 660
Bonifay, FL 32425
or fax to: 850-547-0329

Certified Residential Geothermal
Designer
October 9-10 ~ Stillwater, OK
phone: 405-744-5175
www.igshpa.org
Groundwater / Water Well
by: National Ground Water Assoc.
Groundwater and Agriculture:
Meeting the Demands While
Protecting Resources
October 2-3 ~ Cedar Rapids, IA
phone: 614-898-7791
www.ngwa.org

by: Virginia Water Well Association

August Puzzle Solution:
IES Drilling Supplies
Drillers Life

Fall Field Day ~ “Muddin’ It”
October 12 ~ Virginia Beach, VA
phone: 804-387-8395
www.vawaterwellassociation.org
Irrigation
by: Rain Bird Academy
Training
October 1-5 ~ Tucson, AZ
phone: 800-498-1942
www.rainbirdservices.com

Pipe
by: McElroy University
DynaMc® Auto Troubleshooting &
Rebuild
October 17-19 ~ Milton Keynes, UK
TracStar Auto Troubleshooting &
Rebuild
October 22-26 ~ Milton Keynes, UK
phone: 918-836-8611
www.mcelroy.com
Pumps
by: Franklin Electric
Irrigation / Industrial
October 16-17 ~ Wilburton, OK
phone: 800-348-2420
http://franklinwater.com/more/
training/franklintech-schedule/

by: Pentair
Ag & Industrial
October 30-November 1 ~ Delavan, WI
e-mail: training.center@pentair.com
http://sta-rite.com/residentialpage_
classroom_training.aspx
Education Connec. cont’d on page 34.
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WorldWide Drilling Resource® is proud to be a member of these associations.

Alberta Water Well Drilling Association
Tel: 780-386-2335
awwda@xplornet.com
Arizona Water Well Association
admin@azwwa.org
www.azwwa.org
Black Hills Chapter of the ISEE
President: Doug Hoy
www.bitwconference.org

British Columbia Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 604-530-8934
secretary@bcgwa.org www.bcgwa.org
California Groundwater Association
Tel: 916-231-2134 Fax: 916-231-2141
ecardwell@groundh2o.org
www.groundh2o.org

Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association
Tel: 727-577-5004
matthew@csda.org www.csda.org
Empire State Water Well Drillers Assn.
Tel: 315-339-8960 Fax: 315-339-8960
sue@nywelldriller.org
www.nywelldriller.org
Florida Ground Water Association
850-205-5641 Fax: 850-222-3019
djessup@executiveoffice.org
www.fgwa.org

Indiana Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 888-443-7330 Fax: 765-231-4430
ingroundwater@gmail.com
www.indianagroundwater.org
Iowa Geothermal Association
Tel: 515-224-6469
info@iowageothermal.org
www.iowageothermal.org

Kentucky Groundwater Association
Tel: 606-523-1215 Fax: 866-896-0184
www.kygwa.org

Montana Water Well Drillers Association
Tel: 406-686-3168
www.mwwda.org

Pennsylvania Ground Water Association
Tel: 814-553-3883
pgwaorg@gmail.com www.pgwa.org

National Ground Water Association
Tel: 800-551-7379 Fax: 614-898-7786
www.ngwa.org

South Atlantic Well Drillers “JUBILEE”
Tel: 855-987-7469 Fax: 850-222-3019
kgordon@executiveoffice.org
www.jubileewatershow.com

National Drilling Association
Tel: 877-632-4748
Fax: 216-803-9900
www.nda4u.com

Nebraska Well Driller Association
Tel: 402-476-0162
lee@h2oboy.net
www.nebraskawelldrillers.org

New Jersey Ground Water Association
barbemor@gmail.com www.njgwa.org

Shallow Exploration Drillers Clinic
Tel: 402-472-7550
jloomis3@unl.edu http://sedc.unl.edu

South Carolina Ground Water Association
Tel: 803-356-6809 Fax: 803-356-6826
scgwa@sc.rr.com www.scgwa.org
South Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 605-734-6631 www.sdwda.org

North Carolina Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 919-876-0687 elaine@execman.net
www.ncgwa.org

Southwest Mississippi Community College
Well Construction Technology
Tel: 601-276-3738
cdunn@smcc.edu

Northern Plains Chapter of the ISEE
President: Billy Obermire
Tel: 307-689-0050
www.bitwconference.org

Texas Alliance of Energy Producers
Tel: 940-723-4131 Fax: 940-723-4132
joannb@texasalliance.org
www.texasalliance.org

Oklahoma Ground Water Association
Tel: 405-209-6482
josh@okgroundwater.org
www.okgroundwater.org

Utah Ground Water Association
Tel: 801-541-7259
www.utahgroundwater.org

North Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 701-567-4126
ndwda@outlook.com • www.ndwda.com

Ohio Water Well Association, Inc.
Tel: 937-278-0308 Fax: 937-278-0317
www.ohiowaterwell.org

Ontario Groundwater Association
Tel: 519-245-7194 Fax: 519-245-7196
executivedirector@ogwa.ca
www.ogwa.ca

Tennessee Water Well Association
Tel: 865-761-4363
info@tnwaterwellassociation.org

Texas Ground Water Association
Tel: 512-472-7437 Fax: 512-472-0537
drobbins@twca.org www.tgwa.org

Virginia Water Well Association
Tel: 804-387-8395 Fax: 804-302-7978
info@vawaterwellassociation.org
www.vawaterwellassociation.org

Louisiana Ground Water Association
Tel: 225-744-4554
www.lgwa.org

Michigan Ground Water Association
Tel: 855-225-6492 Fax: 614-898-7786
www.michigangroundwater.com
Minnesota Water Well Association
Tel: 800-332-2104
www.mwwa.org

Missouri Water Well Association
Tel: 314-974-6992
Mwwa.MoWaterWellAssociation@yahoo.com
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Manufacturer of Red Devil Bits

Palmer Bit Co. is now the
U.S. distributor for the

Gatorback
Good for: soft-medium and soft only
formations such as coal mining,
overburden, soft shale rocks, sand,
clay, and small gravel.

Works with low torque and RPM. For
example with a 5" bit, drill with 6000 PSI
and 30-40 RPM.

Palmer Bit Company

800-421-2487 • 701-572-5271
sales@palmerbit.com
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Keeping Promises
Adapted from Information by
Beeman Equipment Sales

Beeman Equipment Sales has over 40
years of experience in the drilling industry and
an ever-growing contact list. The company
started buying, selling, and trading used
drilling equipment in 2001, catering to the water well, gas and oil, and mineral exploration industries. Owner / Operator Todd
Beeman has been drilling since he was 17 years old, working his way from the ground up. He currently owns and operates a
successful drilling company - Beeman Drilling Services.
With a large inventory of used drill rigs, air compressors, mud pumps, mud mixing systems, trucks, trailers, and other support equipment, customers have peace of mind knowing Beeman Equipment Sales can provide the equipment that meets
their needs. This is Beeman Equipment Sales’ goal and promise, and keeping this promise is something the company prides
itself at doing.
Beeman Equipment Sales has outfitted many start-up companies, which have gone on to be quite profitable. Over 43% of
the company’s clientele were repeat customers in 2017. They keep customers coming back year after year because of their extensive knowledge which focuses on the wants and needs of the customer.
See our ad in the WorldWide Super Mart™ on page 64.

ENV

Clean Coal Technology
Can Make a Difference

Compiled by Bonnie Love, Editor, WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Coal-based power plants have made significant progress in reducing emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxide
(NOx), mercury, and particulate matter since the passage of the Clean Air Act in the 1970s. However, carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions remains an issue.
Although natural gas and renewable sources for power generation are expected to increase over the next 20 years, coalbased power plants are forecast to remain the largest source of electricity generation until 2040 at 29%. This makes reducing
CO2 emissions of great importance.
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is one of several ideas which could provide a solution to reducing CO2 emissions associated with fossil energy-based
electric power production. Secretary of Energy Rick Perry explained, “Carbon
capture technologies are one of the most effective ways we can continue to
leverage the sustainability of our Nation’s fossil fuel resources while advancing
environmental stewardship.”
In addition to developing an effective way to capture carbon emissions, the
DOE (Department of Energy) wants to find an affordable way to apply the technology to existing coal power plants.
Recently, the DOE announced a $50 million funding opportunity through the
Office of Fossil Energy for large-scale pilot fossil fuel projects and $36 million for
projects to advance carbon capture technologies.
So, what is CCS? In a nutshell, it is a group of technologies which captures
the CO2 produced by power plants and prevents it from entering the atmosphere.
Photo of Petra Nova’s carbon capture project
Once the CO2 is captured, it is compressed for transportation, and injected deep
courtesy of NRG Energy, Inc.
underground at a carefully selected and safe site, where it is permanently stored.
CCS, sometimes called carbon capture and sequestration, involves three major steps:
Capture - The separation of CO2 from other gases.
Transport - Once separated, the CO2 is compressed and transported via pipelines, trucks, ships, or other methods to a
suitable site for geological storage.
Storage - CO2 is injected into deep underground rock formations, however, not all carbon capture projects store the CO2
underground.
The Petra Nova project in Texas is the world’s largest post-combustion carbon capture project. Using a high-performance
solvent, 90% of the CO2 is captured and transported through an 80-mile pipeline to an operating oil field where it’s used for
enhanced oil recovery operations. Injected more than a mile underground, the CO2 acts as a solvent releasing oil stuck on
rock surfaces. Once the oil and CO2 mixture reaches the surface, it is separated, the CO2 is recompressed, and then reinjected. After production is completed, most of the CO2 remains in the rock formation.
The U.S. has more coal than any other country in the world. Clean coal technologies allow us to use our nation’s abundant resources in an environmentally responsible way.
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C&G

A Testing Tool for the Digital Age of Drilling
Adapted from Information by MARL Industries, Inc.

The standard penetration test (SPT) is the most widely used test in geotechnical drilling. However, the test is far from standard.
It yields unpredictable, widely divergent results, and is mistrusted by the geotechnical engineers who use it to determine the
properties of the soil.
While other technologies such as cone penetration tests (CPT) and dilatometers have
emerged in recent decades, the SPT hasn't changed since the 1950s, or even much from its
origins in the early 1900s. Despite its limitations, it has remained popular because there have
been few alternatives, and the test is relatively inexpensive. To compensate for the limitations of
the SPT data, engineers often err on the side of caution and overdesign foundations, which inevitably ends up adding cost to a project.
Design engineers at MARL Technologies identified the various factors limiting the accuracy of conventional SPT testing. Using their extensive knowledge of digital drill control
systems, they created the MARL eSPT®.
Although it has all of the components of a traditional SPT system, it also features
state-of-the-art sensor systems and is fully digitally-controlled. The hammer drop is also
precisely measured and controlled, while sampler advancement is measured and monitored to within a tenth of an inch. If a client does not wish to use the eSPT®, the drill operator can simply turn off the software and conduct the test without it.
For the first time, geotechnical engineers and project owners have the ability to reliably
and accurately acquire in-situ SPT data which conforms to industry (ASTM) standards.
Test results are uploaded upon completion of each test, for online viewing. This gives project managers faster and more complete project situation awareness, aiding the real-time
management of drilling programs. The system completes the test automatically, incorporating all aspects of the ASTM standards into the system logic. Using the eSPT® system
enables geotechnical engineers to begin collecting the high-quality data called for in new
and emerging professional design standards.
If unusual results occur, engineers can quickly rule out whether the test was conducted
properly. With confidence in the results, they can provide better value to clients in foundation designs. Additionally, historical drilling data is easy to recall for future site investigations, another feature engineers find valuable.
Initially designed for MARL M-series drills, the eSPT® system can be installed on most
brands of drills, giving system owners a strategic advantage over the competition.
MARL Technologies is based in Littleton, Colorado, and Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. MARL offers drills and products for
auger, rotary, geotechnical, environmental, sonic, geothermal, water well, CPT, mining, and construction drilling, including its
customizable M Series drills, as well as rotary drills from Italian manufacturers FRASTE and Ripamonti.

Education Connec. cont’d from page 30.

Tunneling
by: Colorado School of Mines
Tunneling Fundamentals, Practice,
and Innovations
October 15-18 ~ Golden, CO
phone: 303-384-2690
www.csmspace.com
Water Utilities
by: Buried Asset Management Inst.
Four-Part Series in
Asset Management
Anytime ~ ONLINE
phone: 330-467-7588
www.conference.com/Benjamin/
CTAM/CTAM_Home.html
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Boring Thoughts

DIR

by Todd Tannehill

Owner, Mud & More, LLC

Choosing the Right Club
A golfer carries a variety of clubs when hitting the links. Drivers, irons, wedges, and putters give them
the club advantage with the pin as the goal. As drilling contractors, we have different choices when it comes
to sealing and grouting.
Here is a look into the drill operator’s golf bag:
The Driver or Woods. This is your grout for sealing an entire hole, bottom to top, with one-step or two-step grouts. They can
be bentonite, silica and bentonite, graphite and bentonite, mix-111, or any other combination. These grouts are flowable, and
pumped into place. Grouts go the distance and are limited by tremie pipe length and pumping capabilities.
The Irons. The irons can go varying distances and would compare to coated tablets. They can be poured to deeper depths
due to coating which delays their hydration and allows them to fall into place without bridging off downhole. The different sizes
of tablets allow for placement in varying diameter holes. A coated tablet is designed to pass through freshwater columns of
up to 500 vertical feet without bridging.
A Good Sand Wedge. Every golfer - sorry,
drilling professional - needs a good wedge
to chip it up on the green. Uncoated tablets
are the matching product for us. They can
be poured further than chips, and seal off
the hole quicker than their coated brothers.
Bentonite tablets are available in 1/4-, 3/8-,
and 1/2-inch sizes. For shallow applications, tablets can be poured slowly and
steadily to prevent bridging. A dry tremie
line
can be used to set the product deeper.
We have elevators of all sizes,
Let us not forget the Putter. For the short
types, and weights;
trip across the green and into the cup, use
can build to any
the Putter, aka bentonite chips. Chips come
in two screened sizes and can easily be
special applications.
poured into boreholes four inches or greater.
As a rule of thumb, the hole should be 500
• Stabilizers
• Drill Pipe
feet or less, with no more than 350 feet of
• Bits
• Drill Collars
freshwater. They are commonly used for
• Bowls
• Manual Tongs
SkyRex
sealing off shallow boreholes, seismic holes,
• Centrifugal Pumps
• Spiders
decommissioning wells, and providing a
Elevators • RC Swivels
• Crossover Subs
tight seal between gravel pack and grout.
Used Worldwide
For tablets and chips, care should be
used when pouring into the hole. By screenNew
&
Used
Stock Sizes:
ing or sifting out the fines, you will prevent
1” thru 24” for casing, column
rapid swelling of the powdered clay. Fines
Equipment
pipe, tubing, and drill pipe.
happen as product travels from plant to distributor, then to the jobsite. The shifting of
*Load test certificates available
products in the bags causes rubbing, which
*Available with or without a base
wears down the bentonite like a sanding
motion. When fines hit water, they have
the same reaction as pouring drilling gels
into water - immediate hydration and swell.
In Stock
This is not what we want when pouring
sealing material.
What do all the clubs have in common?
They are made of quality material. Most grouting and sealing products contain high-swelling
sodium bentonite. While product names may
be different, this is where most sodium
In rememberence of 9/11
bentonite sealing materials are the same at least where chips and tablets are involved.
To help determine the correct product for
your next job, contact your favorite “Mud”
professional or drilling fluids distributor.

RC Swivel 6”

We Support
Our Troops!
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Life Mantras - Got Any?

Atlantic
Screen &
Mfg., Inc.

by Tim Connor

We all have our favorite sayings, verses, quotes, or just
simple and honest ideas which govern or direct our lives each
day, either directly or indirectly. Over the years, I have developed what I call my "Life Mantras List" which are the primary
and critical thoughts or concepts I use to focus on, live, work,
• Well Rehab. Products
and play. I thought I would share just a few of them which are
• Manholes
the foundation as to how I try and live my life each day.
• Bentonite
There is no order to the following as I have not included all of the items on my list,
• Filter Sock
but just some of the major ones I thought might trigger some action, reflection, or introspection on your part. Please accept, I am in no way suggesting if you don't have a
• Inline Chemical Mixers
list, your items are not the same as mine, or any other criteria - that mine is better
• Sampling Bailers
than, or more appropriate than yours. Just sharing. By the way, just to be clear, some
• Clear PVC Pipe
of these are not my original ones, but things people have taught me over the years.
• Locking Caps
Keep in mind, I focus on just one each year. Here's my list:
2 I am on God's schedule. This one doesn't need any further explanation.
2 I'm just getting warmed up. I don't plan to retire. Why would I want to stop doing
what I love - speaking around the world and writing in my spare time? I'm not
famous or wealthy, but I am having a blast and hopefully getting better every day.
Manufacturers of Slotted &
2 If it happens, I'll get excited - if it doesn't, I won't be disappointed. We can't conPerforated Pipe ranging
trol much in life, so the best thing we can do, in my opinion, is do our best to do
from ½” to 24” diameter
what we can and then let go of the outcomes.
2 It's not over until it's over. Too many people die emotionally before they do
physically. If you are one of these people - why? Live while you still can. Yes, age
and health issues can change lifestyle, but they don't have to eliminate it.
2 This life is not about me, but you. I was put here to serve, not be the center of
FAX: 302-384-0643
attention.
142 Broadkill Rd. • Milton, DE 19968
2 Life is short and fragile. You are here for a little while and then gone forever.
www.atlantic-screen.com
Having survived a few recent health challenges, I can tell you - live life to the
email: atlantic@ce.net
fullest while you can.
2 I was not put on earth for your approval. Like me, don't like me; approve of me, don't approve of me. I have to be me.
When I try to be who or what you want, I lose me - not going to happen, no matter how hard you try or who you are.
2 I refuse to grow up. I am 40 years+ younger than my age number, and with each passing year I intend to get younger and
not older.
2 Failure is necessary to succeed. I have failed at more things and relationships than I have succeeded at, but each of them
has taught me more about life and its value and purpose than any of the successes I have enjoyed. So life, bring it on.
2 This too shall prepare me. One of my favorite people gave me this line. It's not this too shall pass (common phrase), but
- well, read it again.
2 Quitting is stupid. Do I need to explain
this one? If I do well, no disrespect, but
you need to go back to kindergarten.
2 You never fail until you stop trying.
Bought this sign years ago when I was
taking my kids horseback riding. It was in
the gift shop and it's been on my wall for
many, many years since that day.
In His service,

302-684-3197

Tim

To receive Tim’s weekly FREE
motivational booster articles, contact
him at www.timconnor.com with
“please add me to your free booster
e-mail subscriber list” in the
subject line. Or contact him
via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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The Un-Comfort Zone II
by Robert Evans Wilson, Jr.

Dealing with Change You Don’t Want
In this column, I’ve written about embracing change because it prepares you to think more creatively,
and it’s part of the Innovator’s Lifestyle. I’ve also written about accepting change even if you’re not completely comfortable with the idea because of the potential for emotional and intellectual growth. I haven’t
written about sudden unexpected change, and how to deal with it - so that is the topic of this month’s
column.
I’m not talking about an unexpected change that comes with a lottery win or other good fortune. Those are situations which
expand your choices and options in a positive way. I think we can all happily deal with that sort of change. Instead, I’m interested
in how to deal with an unexpected change which means a loss of some kind has occurred. It might be a change that will lead
to more prosperity and growth down the road, but at first you only notice the loss.
A loss can mean so many things: loss of a job, home, loved one, money, time, etc. It could be a loss you caused, unintentionally or not, or it could’ve been an accident. The bottom line is, you are uncomfortable and you want to get back to your
comfort zone.
Here are nine things you can do to help overcome your loss and become at ease with your new situation:
1. Rest and relax. Take a deep breath and don’t react; and don’t make any quick decisions. You need time to evaluate the
situation; time to get past your, and think rationally. So do something fun just for you; go for a massage or an ice cream
sundae.
2. Grieve. You’ve lost something valuable to you. Let your emotions flow. Feel the pain so you can get past it. Don’t numb
it with drugs or alcohol - that will only delay the inevitable and retard your growth.
3. Lean on the people you love for support. Your friends and family will help you get through this. Let them know; don’t
keep it to yourself. Talking things out will make you feel better, and your support group may have some good suggestions
on what to do next.
4. Assess and assimilate the new information. After you’ve finished grieving, don’t look back and wonder what you could
have done differently. Resistance is costly, or - if you ask The Borg from Star Trek - futile. Look instead to see what you
can learn from this situation, and start to determine how you’ll move forward.
5. Meditate. Find the stillness and calm your mind because this will allow you to achieve some clarity in your thoughts and
feelings. You need clarity to help you choose your next direction.
6. Focus on your goals, or your purpose in life. You can best maintain these by knowing the path to reaching them may
change, but it doesn’t mean you have to change your goals.
7. Count your blessings. Take some time to remember your accomplishments and what you still have. Pat yourself on the
back because you’ve done a lot with your life.
8. Keep a positive attitude. Look at
change as an opportunity. You’ll learn
Open the Doorway to all the Event Photos during new stuff, do new activities; and when
you’re experiencing new things, you are
NDA Buckeye
opening new channels of thought in
your brain. You’re creating new electriChapter
cal connections between your brain
Indoor/Outdoor
cells. You’ll have more information with
which
to be creative. All the while you’ll
Training Expo III.
be stimulating the dopamine receptors
in your brain which make you feel good.
9. Live in the now. When you live in the
present and focus on what you can do
right now, you can’t at the same time
dwell on the past or freak out about the
future. Thinking about the past - what was
lost - leads to depression. Thinking about
the future - worrying about what might
happen - leads to anxiety. Think only about
what you need to do today and work on it,
and you’ll get through and past your pain.
Life is full of surprises and unanticipated events, and it’s impossible to
To see all the photos from this event,
avoid them. Life is dynamic; it’s never
go to www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.
static, but you can prepare somewhat
Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
for the unexpected. For
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling Resource ®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only - no commercial use permitted.
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China with a
Dash of Salt

Compiled by Caleb Whitaker,
Associate Editor
WorldWide Drilling Resource®

MIN

Atlantis Vault

The Zigong Salt Industry Historical
M u s e u m i s l o c a t e d i n Z i g o n g C i t y,
The Zigong Salt Industry Historical Museum. Sichuan Province, China. The museum
was established in 1959, and is housed in a guild hall which was originally built in
1736 by salt merchants. The museum's mission is to collect, study, preserve, and
display artifacts related to salt mining.
Deep drilling for brine has been practiced in the area for centuries since Zigong
• Self-Contained
has depended heavily on its salt industry for some time. Exploitation of brine for salt
•
Simple
installation
began as early as the Han Dynasty (25-220). By the time of the Song Dynasty (960• Trouble-free operation
1279), Chinese craftsmen had invented special tools for digging small-mouth-diameter wells. Sometimes the mouth of these wells were only the size of a small bowl,
For more information call:
but they were constructed straight down into the earth. The tools allowing for this
well tunneling method are recorded in the “Dongpo Forest of Stelae” exhibit at the
(270) 786-3010
Museum.
or visit us online:
Today, towering timber derricks for some salt wells drilled during the Qing
www.geothermalsupply.com
Dynasty (1644-1911) can still be seen near the city from the expressway. During
the Qing Dynasty, a deep drilling and drawing technique was developed in the area
and technology involving percussion drilling accompanied it.
Exhibitions at the museum begin with illustrations on a Han Dynasty brick,
which was excavated in Sichuan. The illustrations depict the salt industry of the
Han period with a lively and realistic depiction of the stages of salt production.
Wide-mouthed shallow wells were used
for early production, and a two-story
building, along with four men on the rock,
shows how briny water was brought by
conduits to heating units which cooked out the water, resulting in pure salt.
The museum has over 1300 different artifacts. One significant display is a
unique and treasured collection of over 130 different types of ancient Chinese
drilling tools, with more than 500 individual pieces. The tools
were designed with different sizes, weights, and shapes,
which aided salt miners in a variety of ways depending on
the complicated situations encountered during salt mining.
The display of the Well-Salt Production Technological
Development further showcases the evolution and development of well-salt production technologies in well drilling, salt
collection, and natural gas exploitation. The exhibit demonstrates the innovation of the ancient production techniques
and drilling technology, which helped prosper the city of
Zigong through the centuries.
The museum also houses rebuilt models of the
wooden derricks used in different dynasties. Most of
the items displayed are exceptionally advanced for
their time, exemplifying the wisdom and engineering
skills of the indigenous Chinese people. Visitors are
permitted to operate many of the salt mining devices.
Outside the museum, there is the restored
Xiaoqiao well drilled in 1772. There is also another A well tower and tools used for
drilling wells in Zigong,
notable well in Zigong many people visit - the Shenhai
courtesy of ChinaMuseums.
salt well. To this day, salt is extracted from the well by
the old method, just as in past centuries. In 1835, the Shenhai salt well became the
first ever shaft to reach the considerable depth of more than 3280 feet.
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Partnering with Customers
Leads to Success

GEO

Adapted from Information by Diedrich Drill

It was 1973, gasoline was 40¢ a gallon, Secretariat won the Triple
Crown, and John Diedrich founded Diedrich Drill in La Porte, Indiana.
Although the company started out as a machine shop serving the coal and mineral exploration
industries, it quickly moved into the geotechnical drilling industry, providing augers, drill rods,
soil samplers, and associated tooling.
D-90 rig circa 1994.
The D-50 was produced in 1983 when company engineers worked with customers to design a
superior quality drill rig which was easy to operate, maintain, and service. Responding to the needs
of customers has always been a driving force for the company. The D-25, D-90, D-120 drills, on the
market by 1989, were all designed using input from customers, and focused on making jobsites more
successful for the drilling professional.
The new and
Diedrich continued its strong development and advancement of
improved
drill rigs and tooling over the years. In addition to the mineral exploration
D-25 D rig.
and geotechnical industries, the company also serves the environmental,
geothermal, construction, and exploration industries.
Diedrich Drill was first with innovations to improve drilling safety,
productivity, and maintenance with items such as the easily replaceable split guide tube bushings,
carrier-mast safety interlock system, clutch lock-out, and neutral safety switch.
In 2016, Diedrich Drill was purchased by CK Drill, LLC and continues to do business as Diedrich
Drill. There has been a significant focus on investments in the people, products, processes, and services at Diedrich following this change.
In addition to providing field
technical support, the company remains highly committed to producing
and supporting the best products
on the market with the highest level
of customer interface and service.
The D-50 - an industry standard.
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Where are you planning to go?
How about including these shows:

GEOFLUID Drilling & Foundations 2018 is the 22nd International Exhibition & Conference of
Technology and Equipment for Prospecting, Extracting, and Conveying Underground Fluids held
at the Piacenza Expo in Piacenza, Italy. Dates are set for October 3-6.
You can expect to see rigs, equipment, and machines for drilling, construction, foundation,
mining, quarrying, land reclamation, and geotechnical work on display. Plus new this year is a sector
known as “GEOFLUID GREEN” to showcase geothermal and gas development technologies.

R
WD
W
Join

Learn more about this event by visiting www.geofluid.it

Get ready for the 70th Annual California Groundwater Association Convention and Trade Show,
October 25-27, at the Grand Sierra Resort in Reno, Nevada.
Thursday is packed with a golf tournament at Lakeridge Golf Course, education sessions, exhibitor
meet and greet, bowling tournament, plus a Texas Hold’em tournament.
Friday’s schedule includes breakfast with exhibitors, educational seminars, general membership
meeting and luncheon on the trade show floor, manufacturer/supplier division meeting, then the 70th
banquet with awards and live auction. Be sure to look for the silent auction items on the trade show floor.
Saturday, there’s breakfast with exhibitors, more education opportunities, trade show lunch, spirits
testing, and a blackjack tournament.
Register at www.groundh2o.org

See more events at www.worldwidedrillingresource.com online issue.

EXB

Oil/Water Exploration
by Harold White

A friend of mine named Cecil had a radiometer, and he wanted to fly over some areas of Kentucky
to see about detecting and measuring energy. We rented an airplane, and he carried the equipment on
his lap. As we were flying, I paid attention to the sound the unit made when it received a signal. Pretty
soon, I compared the signal to the energy lines I could see on the ground. I asked if there was a directional antenna on the unit. Cecil said he was unaware of one and wanted to know why I had asked.
“Well, I know about when the unit is going to sound off, and I know the approximate angle from
your unit to every location spot that activates it,” I replied.
“You couldn’t know that - no one could know that,” he said.
I was shocked he would say such a thing, and I told him I would show him what I was talking about. So I pointed out a
black-and-white cow in a field. I explained that when the unit gave a signal or sound, it made the angle between the unit and
the cow - and the cow was the receiving angle. He was unconvinced. I told him to wait and see. Sure enough, when I said it
was about to give us its reading, it did.
Cecil thought it was just a good guess.
I told him I was way faster than the
expensive, time-consuming instrument. He
didn’t believe me. So I said we should play
the game for a while so he would know
it was possible. I pointed out six places on
the ground where the unit would make
sounds. The locations were roughly 20
degrees down angle ahead of us when
the unit would make its noise. I said “now”
just before the unit would register each
one. Cecil was amazed I could do it.
I asked him how far ahead of the
machine he wanted me to be because I
got signals farther than the machine. He
just repled, “What good is that? No one
will ever believe you. I never would have,
but you showed me.”

Harold

michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Notes from the
Groundwater Guy

EXB

by Thomas E. Ballard, P.G., C.H.G.
Southeast Hydrogeology, PLLC

Tools of the Trade: Historical Topographic Maps
New & Used Bits,
Why historical topographic maps? The U.S. Geological
Bits & Tools,
HDD
Survey (USGS) started their topographic map program in 1879,
Drag Bits & Wings,
with the first maps produced in 1884. Over the years, the USGS has produced
Bolt-On Drag Bits,
topographic maps at different scales and for different uses, with maps being updatReverse Circulation
ed with new features as development dictated.
Tools, Hole Openers,
Many times, we can see subtle topographic features which can be obscured
Claw Bits, Stabilizers, Subs,
by development over the years. Older topographic maps may include details useful
Custom Tooling & Welding,
in prospecting for water, like springs or other features which may not show up on
current topographic maps. Comparing topographic maps of
Hammer Bits, Drill Collars,
different vintages can often help with geologic interpretation
Pipe Wipers, and Drill Pipe.
of various areas, based on the relationship of geology to
Office: (661) 834-4348
topographic features - especially structures - which can be
important in siting productive wells. Historical topographic
Rod Henderson / Eran Henderson
maps provide one more item in our toolbox of groundwater
661-201-6259 • 661-330-0790
exploration resources.
As mentioned in my July 2018 WWDR article, historical topographic maps are
sales@bitcobits.com
available in four formats on the TopoView website: https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/topoview/
www.bitcoinc.us
1. GeoPDF - This is the standard format for digital topographic maps from the
USGS. Maps are in a PDF format which can be read by any PDF reader, but
also are georeferenced so they can be directly imported into geographic information system (GIS) software. The GeoPDF format provides accurate map
scale, and is the most faithful digital representation of the original paper topographic maps.
2. GeoTIFF - These files are a compressed, 300-dpi TIFF image format, with
embedded georeferencing information so the map can be used directly in GIS
software. Like the GeoPDF, GeoTIFFs are generated at true
scale, allowing users to plot the map at the intended map
scale in cases where a hard copy is needed.
3. JPEG - High-resolution JPEG format files are useful for
getting a quick view of the map to find place names, or simply
explore the map area without the need for downloading a
large file.
4. KMZ - The KMZ format is used for displaying the maps in
Google Earth. These files are georeferenced so they will
open in Google Earth in the correct location, allowing the user
to add overlays of geology and other maps which can aid in
exploration for water.
Different formats are useful in different cases or in different software programs. The GeoPDF is going the be the most
useful format in most circumstances.
Current topographic maps are available at the USGS National
Map website: https://nationalmap.gov/ustopo/index.html

Tom

Tom Ballard may be contacted via e-mail to
michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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In Britain’s 2001
census, 390,000
people listed “Jedi”
as their religious
affiliation.
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New England's Drilling Supply Source:
WTR
“The Drill Store”®
Adapted from Information by Groundwater Supply Co., Inc.

Groundwater Supply Co., Inc. began January 2, 1992, in Sterling, Massachusetts.
After a company which represented New England for drilling professionals
decided to move out, Groundwater Supply picked up the wholesale parts and
supply, eventually expanding with several new buildings. The company is a family-run business, with father and four sons, along with employees.
Groundwater Supply provides drilling professionals with the equipment
needed to do their contracted work, or repair their rig as soon as possible. By
keeping shelves stocked or finding where equipment can be purchased, along
with giving advice and recommending alternatives, they help water well and
environmental drilling contractors in whatever way possible. This includes
selling used equipment.
The company has received compliments from happy customers who
found what they needed for their job. They have helped the fire department
with hose connections, clamps, etc., and can be reached on weekends and
holidays for emergencies. Because of this care for the community,
Groundwater Supply received the Town of Sterling Award for opening on
weekends to supply sump pumps, which were needed to help families with
flooding problems.
In additon to servicing the U.S., the company provides projects in
Sweden, Ireland, England, and Canada, with products such as down-thehole hammers and bits, drill pipes, and water well casing. Plans for the
WWDR photo of the Groundwater Supply Team.
future include improvements with the company’s display area, and putting
together product displays more often. As the toy store for those in the drillling profession, Groundwater Supply is the drill store
with the parts needed to get the job done.
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Environmental Monitoring

ENV

by Thomas Kwader, Ph.D., P.G.

Giving Back to our Profession
I hope to retire from my “day job” later this year; however, I plan to stay involved with my groundwater
profession. As I look back over my 40 plus years, I remember the many times people included me in their
busy schedules to teach and share their experiences with me, which taught me so much I could not have
learned from a book, class, or online.
One of my first experiences was at our annual groundwater show in Sarasota, Florida, where “Rod”
brought his crew and drilling rig to demonstrate how to grout a domestic well from top to bottom. Grouting of wells from the top
of the producing zone to land surface in the coastal area was a new requirement, and it was a “hot” topic at the time (1975).
The demonstration lasted all day and was observed by hundreds of drill crews, groundwater professionals, and interested
folks.
I urge you to become involved in our profession by attending and participating in your area’s groundwater shows and the
local, state, national, and, if ever possible, international levels. I assure you,
you will learn much more from the
human interaction gained from attending a groundwater or drilling meeting,
trade show, or convention than you can
from reading or sitting in front of a computer. Learning is a lifelong adventure,
so take advantage of learning outside
your daily routine.
Over the last four decades, there
have been many folks in our profession
who have freely given of their time and
experience (often educating even their
competitors) without receiving compensation for freely sharing what they have
learned in their years of working to
improve what we do and presenting
better ways to protect our groundwater
and environment. Where would we be
without these volunteers who share
their experiences and time with so
many people? These volunteers of all
types help keep down costs, promote
goodwill, and help build competency,
trust, and a sense of pride in our profession which cannot be bought.

Tom

Tom Kwader may be contacted
via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Have an article idea?
Submit it to us today.

Call Bonnie at
850-547-0102
or e-mail bonnie@

worldwidedrillingresource.com
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A Cool Summer Field Conference

WTR

by Ed Moranski, Chief Marketing Officer
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Warm temperatures and blue skies welcomed attendees to
Photos by WWDR.
WWDR
Pennsylvania Ground Water Association’s 2018 Summer Field
Conference. Hull’s Well Drilling in Bellefonte, provided the location for a picture-perfect day.
Jeff Hoffer of Allegheny Instruments, manufacturer
of GeoVISION™ borehole video camera systems, conducted a video survey on the six-inch well using their
deluxe electric winch with a joystick-controlled motorized pan and tilt camera. During the pumping test
demonstration, the ¾-inch-diameter nano camera was
used with the heavy-duty hand reel system to follow the
water level down the well during pumping. Jim Hartmann of Franklin Electric followed
right behind Jeff with a pump drawdown test.
This was not the first time I had the opportunity of listening to Pennsylvania State
Police Motor Carrier Division Officer Mitch Scalia give a presentation. If you ever have
the opportunity to attend one of his sessions, you will find he is informative, as well as
entertaining. You always learn something new, and it’s fun to watch him inspect a trailer or unit on the premises.
No event is complete without some great food, and this one was no exception. Lunch was provided under the shade of
the big tent. Once again, I was not disappointed, and I cannot wait to get the recipe for the baked beans and see if I can come
close to matching the flavor and taste I enjoyed that day (thanks Chris and Darci).
The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection pump test and recovery was hosted by Scott Barnes.
GEFCO’s Mike Hetzler was also on-hand to answer questions and demo their new 40K rig. Derived from the legendary 30K, it
has a newly designed three-speed head with a 30% faster head traverse system which provides a full 40,000 pounds of pullback.
Did I mention fishing? George and John from Sunrise Drilling Supply located in Sykesville, demonstrated how to fish a
broken bit and drill steel from the hole. You’ll need more than a worm and hook to land a big one, and this is not a catch and
release program - they keep what comes out of the hole. Those guys sure know how to fish out of the borehole.
To see all the photos from this event, go to www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.
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Sullivan-Palatek’s D900PH4CU5 portable air compressor offers dual operating
pressures of 100 or 150 psi. Its 310-horsepower Cummins Tier 4 Final Stage V diesel
engine has aftercool and filter options available, as well as a 150-gallon fuel tank. The
unit also has large service doors for simple maintenance access, plus an automatic shutdown and protection system. A seven-inch electronic controller display shows numerous
readouts including, but not limited to, compressor temperature and complete engine diagnostics. The
D900PH4CU5 also has a three-year unlimited-hour
airend warranty.

Sullivan-Palatek is a Valued WWDR Advertiser

WTR

by Tim Rasmussen

Water For Life began when the Bartholomew family of Spokane, Washington, decided to try and do
something about a contaminated water problem at a school and orphanage in northeast Guatemala. This was
about 15 years ago. It started with a rig donated by Stadeli and Sons, and a container for a shop. Now we have
three cable rigs, a large shop, trucks and adequate support machinery, accommodations for drill operators, and most important, a
loyal group of volunteers who have let God put it in their hearts to help others. We
have 113 wells in service, mainly in remote villages.
The cable rigs have served us very well and will continue to serve, but the
Water For Life board made the decision to move forward with the purchase of a
good used rotary drilling rig from our volunteer Seth Weilage. He has worked with
the rig and knows it very well.
Seth reports that with the help of another donor, he has 700 feet of drill rod.
Most of our wells are 180-300 feet so this is sufficient, but “too much is always
enough.” He also reports there are some additional heavy repairs to be made.
The transfer case is leaking and the pump needs to be rebuilt. We have authorized him to get the repairs made because we want
to ship this drill rig to Guatemala this fall for Seth to work with during next drilling season.
The obvious increase in our capacity to drill wells was one of the driving factors in our decision to go rotary, but another important consideration was the fact there are just fewer and fewer cable drill operators in the industry. Our volunteer base is dwindling.
We believe there are many folks who would be happy to come and help, but they do not know cable drilling. They do know rotary.
With this rig we will have a way to put their skills and effort to work for us.
We will try and import this rig, probably
on a ship from Florida or Texas, although
another missionary, Doyle Knight, offered to
drive the rig to Guatemala for us. He drove
one truck down there already, and says
he “likes the trip” - all 4000 miles of highway between here and there. What a guy!
The import process, whether at a port or
a highway entry point, may be different than
we have experienced before. This is not an
old machine on its last legs. The government
may believe it is a commercial import. There
will be more scrutiny than before, we know
that. The only thing we can do is go forward
and ask the Good Lord to guide our efforts.
If you would like to help us with the rig
or, better yet, by coming to drill with us,
contact Gary Bartholomew at
509-466-5075 or 509-939-1941

Tim
michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Commitment and Vision
Means Top-Quality Products
Adapted from Information by Boshart Industries

WTR

Boshart Industries’ vision and commitment to excellence has helped build a diversified
product line which will meet and exceed expectations. They stock a broad range of quality products for the water well, plumbing,
irrigation, water works, and industrial markets, selling to customers worldwide. The company is a member of many trade associations, including the American Supply Association (ASA), Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating (CIPH), Canadian Water
Systems Council (CWSC), Water Systems Council (WSC), and the National Ground Water Association (NGWA).
Boshart takes pride in developing products to their own specifications. Using stringent quality control standards, the company
manufactures products which are built to last. By investing in quality control equipment, drafting, 3-D printing, alloy analyzing,
and leak / burst detection, they ensure customers receive top-quality products.
The company is committed to providing the right product, at the right price, in a courteous and professional manner. In addition to providing customers with a dedicated sales rep, Boshart has a user-friendly website which provides customers with
a way to track orders, check stock, pricing, and even includes product technical information.
Boshart Industries manufactures the following products under their “Seal Well Products” brand:
• Cable Guards
• Rubber Flexible Couplings
• Poly, Nylon, & PVC Insert Fittings
• Torque Arrestors
• Plastic Foot & Check Valves
• Sump Pump Check Valves
• Swing Check Valve and Combination Ball / Swing Check Valves
In 1955, Mel Boshart started the business doing pump installations and repairs out of his home in Crosshill, Ontario. The
Boshart family is still greatly involved with the business as the company is currently run by an executive team led by Mel’s son
Gary who joined in 1970. The company name was changed in 1992, from Mel Boshart and Son Ltd. to Boshart Industries. The
business quickly outgrew locations in Crosshill and Wellesley before moving manufacturing operations to its current location
in Milverton, Canada. In 2006, a 3-D printer was purchased for the research & development department. This gives the company
the ability to produce prototypes of new products for testing purposes, allowing improvements to be made before production
occurs. Another key moment for Boshart was the acquisition of Flomatic in 2012, which has strengthened both companies
through their shared vision.
From its roots as a home business, Boshart has grown to include a head office with over 120,000 square feet, as well as
having two U.S. locations and more than 140 employees. Looking to the future, Boshart has confidence their experience and
commitment to excellence will give them an advantage in meeting the ever-changing demands of the markets they serve.
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Built on a Foundation of Experience
Adapted from Information by SIMCO® Drilling Equipment, Inc.

Located in Osceola, Iowa, SIMCO® Drilling Equipment, Inc. was formed as a company called Southern Iowa Manufacturing
Company in 1969, to design and build small geotechnical drilling rigs. The first of what has become thousands of top-of-the-line,
all-hydraulic drill rigs began to ship to customers around the world in 1971. By the mid1970s, hydrostatic pumps became available and the 5000 and 2800HS model rigs were
added to the product line. These new rigs included wet rotary features and options,
including the centrifugal mud pump, that allowed SIMCO® to better serve the water well
industry.
Over the years, new models and variations of existing rigs were added to the company's expanding list of multipurpose, versatile rigs. This growth has helped SIMCO®
meet the changing needs of many markets beyond the original geotechnical drilling
industry. Today, you'll find SIMCO® drill rigs on water well, geothermal, geotechnical,
environmental, mineral exploration, and construction drilling sites. They have also
developed specialty rigs for the
pavement coring market, as
well as rigs for the water and
gas leak detection industry.
Their rigs are used in a wide
range of diverse applications in
every continent of the world.
It was 1994 when the comAn early SIMCO 2400 SK-1
pany officially changed its
from the 1970s.
name to SIMCO® Drilling
Equipment. Known for rugged dependability and low maintenance,
SIMCO® machines are built on a foundation of experienced hydraulic
engineering. The flexibility provided by the company’s hydraulics has
led to the design of a wide range of drill rig models to satisfy a variety
of needs, including auger drilling, wet rotary drilling, core drilling, and down-the-hole hammer drilling.
In addition to rotary drill rigs, the company also manufactures hydraulic probing rigs for direct push soil sampling.
These multipurpose drill rigs provide another example of
SIMCO®’s commitment to meeting the diverse and changing
needs of the drilling industry.
SIMCO® has earned a reputation for making one the best
rigs on the market today. The company designs, engineers,
manufacturers, sells, and services all of their own equipment
in-house. With SIMCO® you are not just buying a drill rig, you
are getting unmatched service and support from the company’s team of qualified, experienced employees who are dedicated to providing customers with the tools necessary to succeed.
Want to learn more? Schedule a tour of the company’s
plant so you can witness the attention to detail that goes into
each and every drill rig in production. In addition to seeing
completed drill rigs and the various kinds of equipment needed to build each SIMCO ® drill rig system, you can also
observe how the CNC - computer numerically controlled machine shop turns each precise design into an integral part
of the system.
®

Contact SIMCO® to set up an appointment
to tour the manufacturing facility.

The biggest human temptation is to settle for too little.

~T. Merton

It may be that those who do most, dream most.
54
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A Standard of Excellence
Since 1957

WTR

Adapted from Information by Simmons Manufacturing Company

Simmons Manufacturing Company is a family-owned and -operated
business, working out of an 84,000-square-foot facility, manufacturing
water well accessories in McDonough, Georgia. The company traces its
roots back to Robert F. Engeman Sr. who was plant manager at
McDonough Foundry. This foundry made pump castings for Simmons
WWDR photo of some of the Simmons Team at their facility. Pump Company in Atlanta, Georgia. In 1957, Simmons Pump Company
As usual, Mo Rainey was on the road.
went out of business and Mr. Engeman purchased the equipment from
Simmons. He continued to make pump castings at the foundry, then assembled the pumps in his mother-in-law's garage.
While continuing to work at the foundry, Mr. Engeman traveled the state of Georgia selling his pumps directly to customers under the Simmons Pump name. As he established relationships with these contractors, he received input from them
on their likes and dislikes concerning the different water well accessories they were using.
In 1960, the company became a valve
manufacturer, making a different design
of valve based on what the contractors
wanted. In 1962, the name was changed
to Simmons Manufacturing Company.
Wholesale distributors were formed outside Georgia and other water well accessories were added to the Simmons line.
Within a few years, Simmons products
were being sold nationally.
Simmons provides a high-quality
line of foot valves, check valves, well
seals, pitless adapters, yard hydrants,
tank tees, and well points, "Made in the
USA". All Simmons bronze valves, ductile iron valves, stainless steel valves,
and pitless adapters have NSF/ANSI
61 Certification in addition to NSF/ANSI
372 Certification. NSF/ANSI 372 only
addresses the lead content of drinking
water components. NSF/ANSI 61 is a
standard for evaluating public drinking
water systems components for contaminants, which requires the amount
leached from these products into the
drinking water to be below healthbased acceptance levels. NSF/ANSI 61
is required in 48 U.S. states and 11
Canadian providences/territories.

For over 55 years, Simmons has
been dedicated to providing water well
professionals a complete line of the
best engineered products in a full range
of sizes, materials, and options. With
this same standard of excellence,
Simmons plans to continue adding
products to the line based on the needs
of their distribution network.
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example, when making plans, plan for
possible change; have an alternative
action in mind - a “Plan B” in place. Better yet,
become acclimated to the unexpected by being spontaneous whenever possible. Make
spur-of-the-moment plans, and do something new you’ve never done before.
Best of all, you can get mentally ready for change by introducing small, low-risk
variety into your life on a regular basis. Here are some ideas: if you always drink coffee,
drink tea instead for several days; if you always listen to pop music, listen to country,
jazz, or classical music instead for a week or two; if you always watch conservative
news programs, watch a liberal news program instead for a month; if you always eat
the same foods, taste a new cuisine, seasoning, or ethnic food each week for a year.
Getting in the habit of experiencing change enables you to adapt when the
unexpected occurs. Get out there today and do something new!
Wilson cont’d from page 39.

Robert

Robert is an author, humorist, and innovation consultant. He works with
companies that want to be more competitive and with people who want to
think like innovators.
For more information on Robert, visit www.jumpstartyourmeeting.com or
contact him via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Rockmore
International

(503) 682-1001
rockmore-intl.com

This company
provides outstanding
service!
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WorldWide SUPER

Call Now!

MART™

850-547-0102

Apparel
119

Apparel and other items
celebrating what you do best ~ drill.

Kat
hy

220-1108

www.drillerslife.com

119-683
220-162

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.
RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880

120-120

Jerry’s Bit Service Inc.
710 CR 3336
Paradise TX 76073 USA
(940) 683-2874
Fax: (940) 683-2874
Mobile: (940) 393-2394
Contact: Jerry Shoemaker
jerryshoemaker54@yahoo.com

Jerry’s Bit Service Inc. will meet your
every drilling need. We service and sell
tricone, PDCs, as well as hole openers.
Rather rent a PDC? No problem. Got you
covered. Our company will repair your
PDC regardless if it is a rental or purchase.

220-919

220-648

SEMCO, INC.
All-Hydraulic Hydrorench
S112H in Stock
1-12” Four Rollers
Breaks Pipe, Makes Pipe to Torque Specs
800-541-1562

238-135

220-712
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(2) drill stems with side load rope sockets,
19-20’ long one with 8” carbide bit and
one with 10” carbide bit. Almost new
condition.
256-483-1546

Torch Guides

307-868

Worldwide
Manufacturer
of Cable
Drilling Tools

Hydraulic-Pneumatic tools in stock.
Sizes 1” to 20”.

800-272-7886

Model 113HD

Torch Guides 6" thru 16"
Mix & Match for a 20% discount
6” Sale Price.......$59.00 • 8”.......$79.00

All Hydraulic
Sizes 1"-13"

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

Carbide Button Bits
Cable Drilling & Fishing Tools

SALE

www.RAMPPCO.com

Mention this ad and
receive sales discount.

307-518

2547 W Success Way
Emmett, ID 83617
(208) 365-3492 • Fax: (208) 365-3792
rauchmfg.com
rauchmfg@frontiernet.net

Hocker Drilling and Fishing Tools
Special Price on Cable Tools!
" # We
accept Visa & Master Card. New &
Used Cable Tools, Rope Sockets,
Stems and Bailers.
Call 270-926-2889

307-107

238-673
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Core Boxes
360

Buying Cotta Gearboxes
All types - topheads, transfer cases,
PTOs, working or not. E-mail part number
and condition to cores@cotta.com, or
call: 608-368-5600
360-878

We Buy and Sell All Makes & Models!

For Sale - BE Rigs All Sizes!
Wanted - BE Rigs All Sizes!
New & remanufactured diesel engines
NEW Twin Disc clutches and
parts for all makes
For Sale - Rotary Rigs
***NEW Smeal / Hunke Pump Hoist***

900 cfm/350 psi Sullair rebuilt air end
model 02250056-648................$15,000
1170 cfm/350 psi Ingersoll-Rand/Cat®
C15. New cooler, skid, and paint. Looks
better than new.........................$99,000
Gardner Denver Joy/WB12 booster/
Cat® C16...................................$95,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. series 60..$50,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. 12V 92 ..$60,000
Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419

Buy / Sell Used Pump Hoists - All Makes!

740-408-0725

Reese Rig Tool

305-982

(2) 55 SpeedStars, and Alten 32A, 24A.
Call for price on rigs.
269-963-2529 or
E-mail: cablewelldriller42@yahoo.com
Ray Leonard, Battle Creek, MI USA

335-1027

305-170

I find the great thing in this world is
not so much where we stand, as to what
direction we are moving . . .
58
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320-254

Temperature can affect a person’s
appetite. A cold person is more
likely to eat more food.
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R & R DRILLING INC.
800-874-3907

PH. 423-626-5302 FAX. 423-626-1232
E-mail: airdocron1@gmail.com

DRILL PIPE MANUFACTURER
Connections

Mayhew JR
a Mayhew Reg
a AW / AWJ
a NW / NWJ
a

Distributor of
SULLAIR Compressors

INGERSOLL-RAND
AIR COMPRESSORS
NEW & REBUILT
HR2s - HR2.5
AIRENDS IN STOCK
Schramm Distributor

GHH - RAND

a API

Reg
a API IF
a FEDP
a & Others

601-736-6112
INFO@HELANBAK.COM
HELANBAK.COM

435-1213

Stocking Distributor of Genuine Geoprobe®
Tooling & Supplies

Distributor of Genuine GHH Rand Parts

Will Ship Worldwide!
NEW & REBUILT SULLAIR
& GHH COMPRESSORS
SHIPPING WORLDWIDE

Sullair
750/350
to 1350/500
$8.00
per line.
Classified
GHH 204/128 and CF 1000
A
Excellent Exchange Prices!

TEI HCM Geo-drill w/RDS 550 rotary
drive head, 2-speed rotary, 1000 ft/lb.
Mounting plate for tracked skid-steer,
(2) hyd. leveling jacks, downhole hammer.

Geoprobe® Rentals (420M, 6712DT, 7822DT)

452-869

PrePacked Well Screens
Injection Tooling
Vapor Sampling

Manholes (H20, M-306, Aircraft Rated)
Morrison Bros. Co.®
Johnson Screens®
Proactive Pumps

0#.

®

888-240-4328 609-631-8939 (fax)609-631-0993
ectmfg.com
proactivepumps.com torquerplug.com

401-719

Drill Pipe In Stock
2-3/8 x 2-3/8 May. x 20’..............$410
2-3/8 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’...................$420
2-7/8 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’...................$475
3-1/2 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’...................$475
3-1/2 x 3-1/2 IF x 20’...................$550
4-1/2 x 2-7/8 IF x 20’...................$550
4-1/2 x 2-7/8 IF x 25’...................$570
5 x 3-1/2 IF x 20’.........................$725
Weld-On Tool Joints - Used Drill Pipe
Call: RENE HENDON 281-260-0880
renehendon@yahoo.com

435-120
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Drill Collars
425

NEW 4¾” smooth drill collars w/3½
IF threads; 30', 20' w/breakout flats,
and 10' long.
JWS Equipment Ph: 405-794-3600
dannystull.jws@gmail.com
425-784

Your work may be finished someday,
but your education, never.

~A. Dumas
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Geo-Loop 50-500 grout pump mtd. on
24’ tandem axle trailer, 80-gal. stainless
steel mixing tank, tandem hyd. driven 5”
bore 8” stroke piston pump, 2-cyl. Honda
gasoline engine, quantity spare
parts. ) //'$'#"
-#. )'+#
Package price.........................$82,500
For more information call:
Jack Erickson 580-370-9219
Mark Erickson 605-209-6720

display (photo, box, logo included) per column inch: 1x $71, 3x $69, 6x $67, 12x $62.
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458-814

-WANTED20 to 300 hp vertical hollow
shaft pump motors.
Good or Bad! Will pick up!!
800-541-1562
SEPTEMBER 2018

510-135
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ELEVATOR SPECIAL

1”, 1¼”, & 2” Slip-type Elevator w/kwik-clamp

Package Special
All 4 pieces for $1000

DRILLING EQUIPMENT SALES, INC.
2515 Highway 70 SW • Hickory, NC 28602

Easy Lift
Casing Elevators

828-322-3056
www.drillingequip.com

515-121

Atlas
“Pure Strike”
Hydraulic
Casing
Hammers

6" and 8" easy lift casing elevators provide
a positive grip on the casing without the
need for weld-on tabs. Carbide teeth dig into
casing on both sides.

515-187

Set casing FAST • Grab & Go
No slings included

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

515-490

SEMCO INC.
1” Thru 16” Elevators
All steel with safety latch.
800-541-1562
Fax 719-336-2402

www.SEMCOoflamar.com
Ship by
same day
515-135

Oklahoma-based company seeks
qualified sonic drillers and helpers.
Competitive pay, retirement, vacation,
health insurance, guaranteed 40 hrs/wk. Travel
required. CDL & drillers
license a plus.
405-360-1434

520-851

Take your classified ad
around the world with
WWDR.
WWDR

Call or e-mail Kathy today
850-547-0102
kathy@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

DU-ALL Injection Pumps

All parts in stock and available for shipment.
Overnight delivery available. Call your local
parts supplier or Fred’s Water Service at
(440) 259-5436 with
your order or questions.

F r e d ’s Wa t e r S e r v i c e , I n c .
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515-123

SEPTEMBER 2018

Weldco-Beales
Pneumatic Casing
Hammers

4390 Elberta Road Perry, Ohio 44081
Phone (440) 259-5436
www.fwservice. com
Fax: (440) 259-4795

820-610

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd.,
Weldco-Beales,
great Casing Hammers
are now under one roof.
To see all our products,
visit us online:
www.casinghammer.com
Display Classified Quote:

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd
6524 North Island Hwy

BC
V0R+ 2M0
1.625”Merville
x $64/inch
= $104
$20 (color)
= $124/mth
= $1488/yr.
Canada

Phone: 250-337-5030
Fax: 250-337-5136
Toll-Free 866-338-5090
E-mail: atlas@casinghammer.com

805-313

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

A

GD & Wheatley 4x5 to 7x12
Complete Pump, Gearend, Fluidend
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

HDD Pilot Bits & Reamers

806

1120-120

MudPuppies ~
For Sale or Rent
- New
- Used
- HDD

We are a MudPuppy dealer.
Call for pricing.
ReBearth Products, Inc. Truro, IA
641-765-4781

1125-934

MUDSLAYER MFG.

MILLS Knife Type Perforators
For Sale or Rent ~ 4” thru 24”
Montana 406-580-2818

1205-1184

Baski, Inc.

PACKERS,
ASR FLOW
CONTROL
VALVES &
PITLESS
UNITS

Where you
come for
Innovation
360-477-0251
www.mudslayermfg.com

806-879

New - USED - Rebuilt

Built for Drillers by Drillers

1125-576

1586 S. Robb Way
Denver, CO 80232
Ph: 303-789-1200
Fax: 303-789-0900
info@baski.com

www.baski.com

1203-115

Saving You Time, Money,
and Equipment Wear
Ga r d n e r -D e n ve r 4 x 5 , 4 ½x5 , 5 x 6 ,
5x8, 5½x8, 5x10, 5½x10, 7½x8, or
7½x10 - several used/rebuilt bare pump
or skidded & diesel powered. Gaso Fig.
1743 7½x10 skidded w/diesel power.
LeRoi 253S2 rebuilt compressor. New
American Mfg. 5x6. Stocking distributor
for American Mfg. pump parts.
Danny Stull: dannystull.jws@gmail.com
Ph: 405-794-3600

1120-784

November Issue Deadlines!
Space Reservation:
September 25th
Display & Classified
Ad Copy: October 1st

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

MUD PUPPY, INC.
38688 WEST KENTUCKY AVE
PO BOX 1028
Woodland, CA 95776
Office: 442-242-7507

craigh@mudpuppyinc.com

1125-870

SEPTEMBER 2018

1203-409
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Inflatable
Well
Packers

CUSTOM BUILT
PACKERS FOR ANY
APPLICATION
COMPETITIVE
PRICES

800-452-4902

Manufactured by Vanderlans & Sons
1320 S. Sacramento Street
Lodi CA 95240
209-334-4115
Fax: 209-339-8260

www.lansas.com

1203-1190

1989 Chevy 1 ton 454 AT Silverado,
140,000 miles/ Monitor-Jessen M33 (5 ton)
pump hoist, (2) rear hyd. outriggers, new
cable, corded 2-spd. remote, excellent
cond. for age. Always shedded / not used
since 2005.................................$12,750
Lots of new parts!
507-317-3650
62

1230-877

SEPTEMBER 2018

1999 Freightliner FL60 6-spd. Cummins
diesel pump truck, w/Smeal 5T pump
hoist. The truck has a 12' Knapheide
box with pintle and ball hitch...$26,500
Contact Kent: 641-579-6500

1230-877

Basic Pump Hoists
Starting At:

S4,000 Pump Hoist, 8,000# cap., 35’
telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank, hyd.
pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls &
variable speed engine control..$18,975
S6,000 Pump Hoist, 16,000# 3L cap.,
35’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$21,725
S8,000 Pump Hoist, 22,000# 3L cap.,
36’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$27,775
S10,000 Pump Hoist, 30,000# 3L cap.,
40’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$39,325
S12,000 Pump Hoist, 48,000# 4L
cap., 44’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control.........$43,865
S15,000 Pump Hoist, 60,000# 4L
cap., 48’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control.........$54,325
S20,000 Pump Hoist, 80,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls, & variable speed engine control.........$71,665
S25,000 Pump Hoist, 100,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & variable speed engine control.........$99,875
S30,000 Pump Hoist, 120,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & vari-

able speed engine control.......$117,315
S35,000 Pump Hoist, 140,000# 4L
cap, 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
22T safety hook, hyd. control & variable
speed engine control...............$139,750
EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
4,000# Cyclone Pump Hoist, used,
remote control, (1) pipe rack, (2) 3’ & (1)
5’ alum. toolbox...........................$9,950
S6,000 SEMCO, 35’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
22 hp deck engine, RC, 2-PR, aux.
hydro valve, LED LK, service body w/RL,
2015 Dodge 3500, 4x4, gas, auto,
white.........................................$78,945
S6,000 SEMCO, 35’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
PTO DMP, RC, 2-PR, LED LK, (2) 96”
TB, 11’ flatbed, 2011 Dodge 3500, 4x4,
diesel, manual, white.................$57,805
S8,000 SEMCO, old style, 36’ derrick,
RC, PTO DMP, 2-PR, Light Kit, 60’ CA
SB, 2004 Ford F-550, diesel, 6-spd,
white..........................................$33,950
S8,000 SEMCO, 44’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
HS PTO, RC, 3 line, (1) new hydraulic pipe
rack, (1) stnd pipe rack, SR, OC, LED LK,
aux, (2) 96” toolbox, 9’ fb, 2018 Dodge
5500, diesel, crew cab, white...$120,050
Contact us for a list
of more used equipment.

SEMCO INC.
719-336-9006/800-541-1562
FAX 719-336-2402
See our Ad on page 72.
**NEW SEMCO E-MAIL ADDRESS:
SEMCOPUMPHOIST@GMAIL.COM

We are no longer using the yahoo e-mail
account. Sorry for any inconvenience.

www.SEMCOoflamar.com

1230-135

SEMCO 6,000, mounted on 2004 Ford
F-650......................................$26,000
Call / text Keith 903-714-1256

1230-1219

WANTED TO BUY
PULSTAR
SMEAL, SEMCO PUMP HOIST
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1230-120

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

NEW and USED Smeal Pump Hoists
2005 Ford F-550 w/Pulstar PL20000HD
pump hoist, 74,000 miles, 4WD, air
cond., front outrigger, remote, 40’ tower
height, pipe racks, tower lights, two-line
sheave, 6L diesel, power to rear, 11’ utility box, new lower price.............$35,000
(570) 563-1123
1230-860

Th
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In Production
Since 1973

• Portable
• Lightweight
• Economical

• Welded aluminum frame.
• Waterproof motor and electrical system.
• Worm gearbox holds in any position.
• Will handle up to 2” galvanized pipe @
600 lb. capacity.
• Pull or set 24’ per minute.
• Adjustable legs. Extends down to 7”.
(Optional)
Wheel kit w/handles, winch, swing vise
and overhead guide.

For Sale: Smeal 3T, 4T, 5T, & 6T
WANTED Smeal pump hoists of all sizes
828-256-9132

1230-982

RO B B C O P U M P S I N C
Manufacturer of
Submersible &
Lineshaft Pumps

806-749-7475
robbcopumps.com
Idalou, Texas USA

1240-1112

5¼, 7½, 8½, 12, 17½ Rotary Table,
Hyd. Tubing Tongs, Air Slips,
Type LF & C Tongs, Elevators
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1320-120

The WWDR office will be
closed September 3, for Labor
Day. E-mail will be monitored.

Phone: 717-776-3181
Fax: 717-423-5201

Monitor 34 (5-ton), Knapheide toolboxes,
older, works great! 1976 Ford F-500,
5-spd., 2-spd. axle......................$8000
Montana 406-580-2818
1230-1184

Duke Equipment Company, LLC
“Reliable and Versatile Pump Hoist
at an Affordable Price”

See Used Trucks @

www.pumphoist4u.com
1000 E. Oklahoma Avenue
P. O. Box 215
Darrouzett, TX 79024

806-624-2200

1230-511

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

RIG PARTS & REPAIRS by
WATER WELL professionals!

Rotary Tables • Mud Pumps
Major Components
Parts located, spares provided for
exisitng equipment, 18” rotary tables
now produced with large ring gear
and pinion.
580-234-5971 www.eniddrill.com

1321-510

Rig Service / Parts
1325

317-839-7534

Complete Rebuilding and Repair
of Drill Unit Components.

Funk Manufacturing
Up-Z-Dazy, Inc.
30 Myers Road
Newville, PA 17241

1230-371

Rig Repair / Parts
1321

KELLY BARS
Fluted, Round, & Square
DRILL PIPE & COLLARS
IR 4-1/2” DP w/2-7/8’ Conn 30’ Joints
6” Drill Collars
ROTARY TABLES
18” SpeedStar with Bushing
8-1/2” Midway
SWIVELS
2” & 3” Little Giant
King 15XV
King 20GW
King 40KG
AIR COMPRESSOR
Screw 900/200 w/Volume Tank
GEARBOXES
Failing
Spicer
Cotta
For additional information and
equipment go to our web site or
give us a call.
325-653-3433
www.wichtex.com

1320-948

31’ - 6” long CF-15/1250 Failing mast,
excellent condition.
Failing high-torque PTO, model G250-HT.
Rebuilt to New 4x5 Gardner Denver mud
pump.
Liquidation Sale!
Call or fax for listing.
PH: 317-839-7534 FAX: 317-838-9244

1325-117

1973 Chicago Pneumatic 650WS,
ser. #98563, 900/350 comp., on Paystar
5000 with Cummins 350.......$150,000
info@deschenesdrilling.com
SEPTEMBER 2018

1330-880
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2006 SIMCO 2800 PTO-Driven, mtd.
on a 2006 Ford F-550, tophead drive
drillhead 2840 lbs / 0-180 rpm, 10′
mast with tower extension for winches,
main hoisting winch (4500 lb cap.),
aux. hoisting winch (2550 lb cap.),
slide base -in/out, hydraulic breakout
wrench, steel diamond deck truck bed
drill platform, (3) hydraulic leveling jacks,
2x3x13 centrifugal mud pump, aux.
throttle control, underdeck toolbox,
rod storage box.
800-338-9925

1330-497

2003 Schramm
T555WS Rotary Drill

1330-124

1995 Ingersoll Rand
T3W

NEW

Aqua Bore G3 Pro Series
Compact, portable, powerful, full-featured,
economical skid mount or trailer rig!
• 300 to 400+ ft. boreholes
• Commercial duty
• MCM true oilfield mud pump for 120 psi
at up to 240 gpm
HD tandem axle mount. Starts under
$26,000 with 120 ft. of drill stem.
Xtreme Duty unit pictured with options
and 160 ft. of drill stem starts at $33,000.
Diesel and many other options available
upon request.
Phone: 906-458-4983 or 906-884-2170
E-mail: webberconst@hotmail.com
Web: webberfabrication.com
64

1330-1226

SEPTEMBER 2018

2001 Driltech
T25K5W

2006 GEFCO 30K

Contact Chip Nelson
for more information
and pricing
#405-880-3647

1330-654

1330-947

SpeedStar 15III, mtd. on 2000 Int’l
9400 with 700' pipe................$80,000
Call / text Keith 903-714-1256

1330-1219

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

2001 REICHdrill T-650-WII, mtd. on
Freightliner FLD-112SD, Cat® 3406 DITA
465hp with Sullair 900/350 compressor,
9000 frame hours, setup for 4” drill
pipe.
Call 814-342-5500 or e-mail:
mjohnson@reichdrill.com

1330-314

Mayhew 500, mtd. on Ardco Buggy,
runs great......................Price Reduced
1 9 7 6 GM C 6 5 0 0 , m td . o n Fa i l i n g
1500..............................Price Reduced
409-789-4590
1330-563

QUALITY NEW &
PRE-OWNED RIGS

2017 Foremost DR24 drill rig on
Kenworth T-800W with Cummins ISX
525 hp with Jake, upgraded cooling
package, 20,000 front, 46,000 rears.
Drill has RC150 high-torque top drive,
24” lower drive, toolbox, aux. winch
with jib, IR 900/350 compressor, light
package, hammer oiler and 18 gpm
Bean pump. Diesel pro heater, upgraded
to 3” airline, 10” discharge swivel with
4½” cone seal & 16” discharge swivel
with 10¾” cone seal, 1500’ sandline,
casing jaws in 8”, 10”, 12”, 16”, 18”, 20”,
& 24” sizes, tooling for 24” drilling, and
assorted casing shoes. Only used on a
few jobs. Less than 1000 hours. Like
new! Available immediately...$855,000
Call Ted at 717-649-0222 or e-mail
ted@eichelbergers.com

1330-552

800-963-2466

2018 REICHdrill T-690-W

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2019 Mack Granite.

2015 REICHdrill Legend 4

Cabot 550 trailer-mtd. drilling rig,
Cabot Franks Explorer on 3-axle trailer
drawworks, new series 60 Detroit diesel,
6-speed Allison 5860 transmission,
96’x250,000# Cabot, (4) sheave crown,
(1) 40' square kelly, (New) 45' long
5000 psi kelly hose, (1) 17½”x44” Oilwell
rotary table with bushings, (1) 320 bbl
mud tank, (1) 360 bbl mud tank, 5000’
4½”- flush joints drill pipes, (6) JTS 6”
x 20’ drill collars, (3) are spiral, (1) 4½”
150 ton BJ elevator...............$485,000
For more information call: 210-394-5147

1330-803

WANTED TO BUY

ATLAS COPCO/INGERSOLL-RAND DRILL

DM30E, DM45E, DML, T3W, T4W, T5W, RD20
DRILTECH DRILL T25K, D40K, T40K, DH1, DH2
SCHRAMM T685 RC DRILL WITH RC PIPES
WE WANT SURPLUS PIPES, SPARE PARTS
TEL: 818-956-5231 FAX: 818-244-3723
www.pacificcranes.com

1330-995

5T Smeal, mtd. on 1996 Ford dually,
w/toolbox, and sandline..........$17,000
Located in Holly, CO
Contact Dave 620-384-6041

1330-640

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2016 Mack Granite.

2000 REICHdrill T-690-W

Sullair 1000/350 airpack, Cat® 3406C
deck engine, mtd. on 2000 Freightliner.
“ONLY Authorized REICHdrill® sales,
service, and parts dealer in New England.”

We stock
REICHdrill® and CP Parts.
®
New REICHdrill style 4½” and 4” Drill Rod in Stock.

DENISON

Hydraulics

Fan Pumps • Head Motors • Main Pumps
Hoist Pumps • Control Valves

We Ship Worldwide

NH: 603-878-0998
VT: 802-235-2466

www.northeastdrill.com

1330-204

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

2011 AMS CRS17-C Compact, sonic
drillhead, John Deere 4045 diesel,
173 hp, hyd. hoist, rod clamp, wireless
remote, water pump, vibration: 20,000
lbs - 28,000 lbs, feed system: 12’ and
8' stroke, pullback force: 13,000 lbs,
carrier has 4.6 psi ground pressure,
1545 hours...........................$199,500
909-600-7555

1330-970

Wichtex Model R-6 (Serial #81-1302)
Double Drum Drawworks Rig
The unit is powered by an 8V71 Detroit
engine with 8000 series Spicer trans.
with controls for 65’, 150,000 lbs. single
hyd. raising derrick with shifting crown.
Derrick reputed to have been reinforced
to handle 200,000 lbs...........$325,000
Reduced...............................$295,000
Bottom$...............................$275,000
Call (662) 843-4076 or e-mail
thompson@midsouthwater.com
SEPTEMBER 2018

1330-815
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Introducing

Our New &
Improved
D-25 D

diedrichdrill.com

Powerful and Compact! 7730 lbs
Call today to order yours:
800-348-8809 or 219-326-7788

1330-1037

1330-301

The Empire State Building in
New York gets struck by
lightning about 23 times a year.

2008 Schramm trailer-mounted drill
rig model T200XD, Detroit DDC/MTU
12V-2000TA DDEC diesel engine, rig
top-drive rebuild & unit re-hosed by
Schramm at 9,830 hrs., new tophead
cables at 10,377 hrs., CMX rotation
valves at 10,612 hrs., (4) top-drive
motors at 11,497 hrs., CMX lift valves
at 11,590 hrs., current engine hours
10,132 (est.). Please contact Alan
Lang, 801-554-2419, for price and
additional information.

1330-1027

2013 HUTTE HBR504 3-B, 710 hrs,
Krupp HB50A drifter, Deutz TCD 6.1
L06 4V: tier 4, Udor R 202 water pump,
winch, wired tramming remote, wireless
remote..................Reduced $149,000
610-589-5555

1330-871

1974 Driltech D40K, Ser.# 470118,
very well-maintained, 425hp Cat® deck
eng., Sullair 750/150, 25’, inner & outer
carousels, 8000lb main/jib, 5x6” GD
mud pump variable hyd., 20gpm inj.
pump, rebuilt hyd. pumps & splitter,
hot box, good tires, 466 diesel in
CCC......................................$105,000
Extra: 275’ of 25’ x 4-1/2” x 2-7/8 IF
rods, 23’ surface collar, mud pit.
519-522-1737
66

1330-872
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2008 Atlas Copco RD20, rig has 6000
hours, carrier has less than 3000 miles.
Package #1
Price includes rig, substructure, rod handling arm and rod tub, adapter subs,
table bushing, and miscellaneous tooling.
Does not include dog house. Call for price.
Package #2
The complete ready-to-drill package
includes everything listed in package
#1 plus 149 pieces of 30’ rods, many
have little or no use. Emsco 300 mud
pump driven by a recently rebuilt 3406
Cat® and mud cleaning system, 220KV
gen set to run mud system and hyd.
system for rod arm. Some spare parts
and a tophead gearbox that need some
attention. Call for price.
Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419

1330-1027

2005 SIMCO 2800, PTO driven on a
2006 FORD F-550 diesel 4×4, VIN#
1FDAF57P16EA19263 19,000 GVWR,
4-speed tophead drive drillhead 7500
ft lbs / 0-750 rpm, NEW 10′ mast with
tower extension for winches, main
hoisting winch (4500 lb cap.), aux.
hoisting winch (2550 lbs cap.), slide
base - in/out and wiggle tail, CME
automatic hammer, hydraulic breakout
wrench, steel diamond deck truck bed
drill platform, (3) hydraulic leveling
jacks, auxilary throttle control, under
deck toolbox, under deck auger rack.
800-338-9925

1330-497

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.
RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880

1705-120

In need of a 3-arm caliper tool for well
diameter measurement 6’-36’’. Wireline
winch with 400’ of cable, and control box.
Contact Michael Spicer 937-859-4482
mspicer@moodysofdayton.com
1705-1876

Reliable Water Level Indicators

proudly made in the USA. Various
lengths & scales available, selectable
buzzer/light indication & sensitivity
control. Economical repair service.
Waterline Envirotech Ltd.
www.waterlineusa.com
360-676-9635

Building and gaining trust by
manufacturing quality flattanks, serving
the water well, mining, mineral
explorations, geothermal, directional
boring, and sonic drilling industries.
We offer your company the
satisfaction of a job well done.
Check out our web site for more
information on our products.
www.northwestflattanks.com

Call (406) 466-2146 or
(406) 544-5914

2006 International 7600, 422,322 miles,
18k front 46k rears, Cat® C13 Acert 430
hp, RTO 16908LL 10-spd. 4 way lockers,
Chalmers rubber spring suspension, new
2100 gal. Flattanks, 21’ long deck space.

2006 International 4400 with automatic transmission, new 2018 bed
with 1200 gallons of water and 100
gallons of fuel.
Call for price
Several more trucks in stock.

Gordon Ballard
Ballard Drilling Co., Inc.
Wadley, Alabama

256-825-5871
Cell: 256-307-4017 (anytime)
E-mail: gballard501@msn.com

1730-785

1710-188

Don’t be run so much by
what you lack, as by what
you have already achieved.

~M. Aurelius

For Sale: Flattank Support Truck
2007 379EXHD Peterbilt, 600 hp,
18-spd. trans, 46K rears, tag axle, 4-way
lockers, double frame, 620,537 mi.,
Chalmers suspension, 20K front, new
2000 gal. Flattank, with new 7500 IMT
wireless radio remote crane.

Lots of information, pictures, and
specs on our web site. We also have
used drilling rigs, pump hoists, and
used flattank support trucks.
www.northwestflattanks.com

Rose-Wall puts a new “tilt” on
the water tank business!

We can build any shape or size
Please call for a custom quote

1-800-321-1541
rose-wall.com

1730-390

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Visit us online!

1730-665

worldwidedrillingresource.com

TORQUER
Professional
Locking Well Plugs

Sched. 40/80
1/2”, 3/4”
1”, 1 1/4”
1 1/2”, 2”
2 1/2”, 3”
4”, 5”, 6”
coming soon: 8”

™

U.S.
Patent
Protected

• Domed top
•No metal parts
•Vented Plug Option
•Padlocks or safety lock out tags
•Most sq. inch of gasket power
•Bright safety orange color
•Vapor extraction convertible
•Low Cost

Sold through authorized
distributors worldwide.

www.torquerplugs.com
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The Source of Force

Environmental
Manufacturing,
Inc.

8887 Green Valley Drive
Manhattan, KS 66502

Flush Thread Pipe,
Fittings, and Supplies for
Monitoring/Remediation.
Custom Slotting & Perfing
PVC CPVC HDPE

Linepull: 1/2 Ton to 100 Ton plus!

In-Stock Now!
(800) Mr. Winch
Fax: (619) 474-6730
www.ryanhyd.com

Toll Free 888-587-0807
Fax 785-539-1349

www.emipipe.com

1760-156

1775-136

1760-378

Have something to sell???

Fill out this form or E-mail to: kathy@worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Classified Ad Form

Phone: 1-850-547-0102 j Fax: 1-850-547-0329
E-mail: Kathy@worldwidedrillingresource.com

The only drilling magazine reaching the most of your potential buyers ~ place your classified ad with WWDR.
WWDR Visit our
Web site worldwidedrillingresource.com, e-mail us at classified@worldwidedrillingresource.com, call 850-547-0102 for
more information, or fill out the form below. Fax: 850-547-0329 or mail to: PO Box 660 Bonifay, Florida 32425-0660. Form
Instructions: Please TYPE or PRINT your ad exactly as you would like it to appear (include all punctuation marks). The
rate is $8.00 per line; normally 32 characters makes one line. Note: Bold type is considered 2 spaces. Multiply rate x # of
lines to find your total charge. Deadline is the 1st of each month.
Ad Text: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Special Instructions:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Company Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Contact Name:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

We accept:

Phone #________________________________________________

Fax #___________________________________________________

Card #___________________________________________________
Name on Card__________________________________________

Exp Date:__________CCV #_________

Minimum Charge is $40.00 - Call For Display Classified Rates
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America West
Drilling Supply
Our friendly and
knowledgeable staff
is ready to help
Check out our Hammer Brands

For all your drilling products and supplies, visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199 • sales@awds.com
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Reply to: WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc.
PO Box 660 • Bonifay FL 32425-0660
850-547-0102

PRSRT STD
US POSTAGE
PAID
ATLANTA GA
PERMIT
NO. 3592

SEMCO S8,000H Pump Hoist, 36' derrick, hot shift PTO automatic transmission,
remote control, hydro breakout cylinder, passenger side pipe rack w/ratchet straps,
hydraulic oil cooler, LED light kit for mast, 108 Model service body 60" CA, heavy-duty
air bumper w/receiver hitch, mounted on 2018 Ford F-550, 4x4, diesel, automatic.

Check out our customer's new rig:
Farmer's Equip
Located in Lyndon, Washington

SEMCO INC.

E-mail:
semcopumphoist@gmail.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.com
PO Box 1216
7595 US Hwy 50
Lamar CO 81052-1216
719-336-9006
719-336-2402 Fax

CALL OUR TOLL-FREE
NUMBER: 800-541-1562

